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4

“The world has changed far more in the past 100 years
than in any other century in history. The reason is not
political or economic, but technological—technologies
that flowed directly from advances in basic science.”

— Stephen Hawking, “A Brief History 
of Relativity,” Time, 2000

The twentieth-century scientific and technological
revolution that British physicist Stephen Hawking

describes in the above quote has transformed virtually
every aspect of human life at an unprecedented pace.
Inventions unimaginable a century ago have not only
become commonplace but are now considered neces-
sities of daily life. As science historian James Burke
writes, “We live surrounded by objects and systems
that we take for granted, but which profoundly affect
the way we behave, think, work, play, and in general
conduct our lives.”

For example, in just one hundred years, transporta-
tion systems have dramatically changed. In 1900 the
first gasoline-powered motorcar had just been intro-
duced, and only 144 miles of U.S. roads were hard-
surfaced. Horse-drawn trolleys still filled the streets of
American cities. The airplane had yet to be invented.
Today 217 million vehicles speed along 4 million miles
of U.S. roads. Humans have flown to the moon and
commercial aircraft are capable of transporting passen-
gers across the Atlantic Ocean in less than three hours.

The transformation of communications has been
just as dramatic. In 1900 most Americans lived and
worked on farms without electricity or mail delivery.
Few people had ever heard a radio or spoken on a tele-
phone. A hundred years later, 98 percent of American
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homes have telephones and televisions and more than
50 percent have personal computers. Some families
even have more than one television and computer,
and cell phones are now commonplace, even among
the young. Data beamed from communication satel-
lites routinely predict global weather conditions and
fiber-optic cable, e-mail, and the Internet have made
worldwide telecommunication instantaneous. 

Perhaps the most striking measure of scientific and
technological change can be seen in medicine and pub-
lic health. At the beginning of the twentieth century,
the average American life span was forty-seven years.
By the end of the century the average life span was ap-
proaching eighty years, thanks to advances in medicine
including the development of vaccines and antibiotics,
the discovery of powerful diagnostic tools such as X
rays, the life-saving technology of cardiac and neonatal
care, and improvements in nutrition and the control of
infectious disease. 

Rapid change is likely to continue throughout the
twenty-first century as science reveals more about
physical and biological processes such as global warm-
ing, viral replication, and electrical conductivity, and as
people apply that new knowledge to personal decisions
and government policy. Already, for example, an inter-
national treaty calls for immediate reductions in indus-
trial and automobile emissions in response to studies
that show a potentially dangerous rise in global tem-
peratures is caused by human activity. Taking an active
role in determining the direction of future changes de-
pends on education; people must understand the possi-
ble uses of scientific research and the effects of the tech-
nology that surrounds them.

The Lucent Books Library of Science and Technology
profiles key innovations and discoveries that have trans-
formed the modern world. Each title strives to make a
complex scientific discovery, technology, or phenome-
non understandable and relevant to the reader. Because
scientific discovery is rarely straightforward, each title
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explains the dead ends, fortunate accidents, and basic
scientific methods by which the research into the subject
proceeded. And every book examines the practical appli-
cations of an invention, branch of science, or scientific
principle in industry, public health, and personal life, as
well as potential future uses and effects based on ongoing
research. Fully documented quotations, annotated bibli-
ographies that include both print and electronic
sources, glossaries, indexes, and technical illustrations
are among the supplemental features designed to point
researchers to further exploration of the subject.
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The Road to 
Space Stations

Introduction

Space stations have been a mainstay of human
space exploration since the early 1970s. Of the

many types of hardware that have been blasted into
space—whether orbiting satellites, reusable transport
vehicles such as the shuttle, or unmanned robotic
probes making one-way journeys to distant planets
and beyond—none possess the complexity, techno-
logical sophistication, or size of a space station. These
qualities make space stations the workhorses of space
exploration. They are highly valued as medical labora-
tories for learning about the effects of weightlessness
on humans, platforms for astronomical studies of dis-
tant stars and galaxies, and observation posts for view-
ing and analyzing natural and human-caused phe-
nomena on Earth. 

The technological complexity of modern space sta-
tions took decades to develop. Today’s International
Space Station (ISS), the latest and most complex labo-
ratory in space, is the beneficiary of research efforts
dating back to the early 1950s, when the first plans
were drawn up to blast a simple satellite no larger than
a large beach ball into Earth’s orbit. The road to space
stations began as a dream that quickly captured the
imagination of scientists. These researchers’ efforts re-
sulted in technological innovations that made possible
ever larger and more sophisticated space stations.



The First Dreams
Even in the late nineteenth and early twentieth cen-
turies, space stations were viewed as solutions to many
of Earth’s problems. Scientists, physicians, science-
fiction writers, politicians, industrialists, and some of
the general public dreamed about space stations in or-
bit around Earth. For some, space stations promised to
be places to perform cutting-edge scientific research in
a weightless environment. Physicians dreamed of per-
forming medical experiments on astronauts, and other
scientists hoped to create crystals, semiconductors,
and pharmaceuticals with far fewer of the imperfec-
tions caused by Earth’s gravitational field. For others,
space stations promised to serve as staging points for
travel to distant planets or even as space colonies that
might one day relieve the already apparent overcrowd-
ing and pollution on Earth.

Since the late
nineteenth century
visionaries have
dreamed of space
stations in orbit
around Earth. This
artist’s conception is
from 1957.



The concept of a staffed outpost in Earth’s orbit
served as grist for science fiction from 1869, when
American writer Edward Everett Hale published a
story titled “The Brick Moon” in Atlantic Monthly
magazine. In the article, Hale’s manned outpost was
intended to function as a navigational aid for ships ply-
ing Earth’s oceans. More than fifty years later, in 1923,
Romanian science-fiction writer Hermann Oberth be-
came the first person to use space station as a term for an
installation that would serve as the jumping-off place
for human journeys to the Moon and to Mars. Just five
years later, Herman Noordung, an Austrian scientist,
published the first space station blueprint. His design
consisted of a doughnut-shaped structure that com-
prised crew living quarters, a power-generating sta-
tion attached to one end of the central hub, and an
astronomical observation station.

In modern times, the first person to seriously con-
sider the creation of space stations was the German
rocket scientist Wernher von Braun. In 1952 von
Braun published his concept of a space station in
Collier’s magazine. He envisioned a facility shaped
like a wheel that would have a diameter of 250 feet
and would orbit more than 1,000 miles above Earth.
Space historian Randy Liebermann explains that the
Collier’s article was part of a broad but carefully crafted
vision on von Braun’s part:

After 25 years of continuous and directed think-
ing and endless hours of experimentation, von
Braun, the world’s leading rocket engineer, had
the chance to come out of his sequestered mili-
tary environment and through a national maga-
zine inform the general public of his detailed
blueprint for realizing manned space travel.1

Science Energizes the Dream
Von Braun and other scientists took up the chal-
lenge of making the dream of using space stations

The Road to Space Stations 9
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Wernher von Braun was one of the most important rocket develop-
ers and champions of space exploration between the 1930s and the
1970s. Born in Germany in 1912, he became enamored with the
possibilities of space exploration as a young boy by reading the sci-
ence fiction of Jules Verne and H.G. Wells. As a college student, von
Braun mastered calculus and trigonometry so he could understand
the physics of rocketry. As a means of furthering his interest to build
rockets, in 1932 he went to work for the German army to develop
missiles. While engaged in this work, von Braun received his PhD in
aerospace engineering in 1934.

During World War II von Braun led what has been called the
rocket team, which developed the V-2 ballistic missile for the
Germans. The brainchild of von Braun’s rocket team, the V-2 was an
early version of rockets used in space exploration programs in the
United States and the Soviet Union. A liquid propellant missile
forty-six feet tall and weighing twenty-seven thousand pounds, the
V-2 flew at speeds in excess of thirty-five hundred miles per hour
and delivered a twenty-two-hundred-pound warhead to a target
five hundred miles away.

At the end of the war in 1945, von Braun and five hundred of his
top rocket scientists surrendered to the U.S. Army. For fifteen years
after World War II, von Braun worked with the army in the develop-
ment of ballistic missiles; in 1960 his rocket development center
transferred from the army to the newly established NASA. Von
Braun soon became director of NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center
and the chief architect of the Saturn launch vehicle used to propel
Americans to the Moon.

Toward the end of his life, von Braun was one of the most
prominent spokesmen of space exploration in the United States. In
1970 NASA leadership asked von Braun to move to Washington,
D.C., to head up the strategic planning effort for the agency. On
June 16, 1977, while still actively working on aerospace projects, he
died in his home in Alexandria, Virginia.

Wernher von Braun

German-born Wernher von Braun was one of the foremost rocket
scientists of the twentieth century.



for exploration a reality. But before anything so sophis-
ticated as a space station could have any hope of suc-
ceeding, smaller, simpler efforts would be necessary to
prove that launch vehicles would function properly,
the needed altitudes could be reached, and humans
could survive the stresses of launch and return to Earth.

In 1955, as a first step, American president Dwight
Eisenhower announced plans to build and launch a
3.5 pound satellite into orbit. This satellite would cir-
cle Earth once, taking photographs as it did so. Un-
beknownst to President Eisenhower, Premier Nikita
Khrushchev of the Soviet Union had secretly issued or-
ders for Soviet engineers to work on a similar project.
The Soviets achieved success first, and on October 4,
1957, launched a satellite named Sputnik, the Russian
world meaning “satellite.” The USSR’s accomplish-
ment stunned the United States. Sputnik weighed an
incredible 183 pounds, raising fears among Americans
that they had fallen far behind the Soviets in techno-
logical and scientific prowess.

The next step was to determine if an animal could
survive the launch and live in space. On November 3,
1957, the Soviets launched Sputnik 2, which was large
enough to accommodate a dog named Laika. The
dog survived in space for several days, making the
mission an unqualified success and paving the road
for the first human in orbit.

The string of Soviet space successes continued
when, in 1961, cosmonaut Yury Gagarin blasted into
orbit, circling the earth once in a trip lasting 106
minutes. Gagarin’s historic test flight proved that
Soviet engineers were able to build spacecraft capa-
ble of carrying a human into orbit. The success also
confirmed that more sophisticated vehicles such as
space stations were feasible.

The Space Race
The Americans realized, as did the Soviets, that be-
fore a space station that could house astronauts for

The Road to Space Stations 11



long periods in orbit could be undertaken, more ex-
perimentation was needed. Highest on their list of
problems to solve was producing a rocket powerful
enough to thrust far heavier payloads into orbit.
Also of serious concern were understanding the ef-
fect of weightlessness on humans; perfecting pres-
surized suits needed for survival in the vacuum of
outer space; establishing reliable systems for com-
munication between ground crews and astronauts;
providing reliable supplies of food, water, and oxy-
gen; and testing systems for a safe return to Earth.

Desperate to overshadow the Soviet successes, the
United States chose to solve these problems on a
project more daring and complicated than simply
building an orbital outpost. On May 25, 1961, newly
elected president John F. Kennedy proposed a na-
tional objective of a manned lunar landing with
these challenging words: “I believe that this nation
should commit itself to achieving the goal, before
this decade is out, of landing a man on the moon
and returning him safely to the Earth.”2

On July 20, 1969, as hundreds of millions of peo-
ple around the world watched on television sets,
American astronaut Neil A. Armstrong descended
from his lunar module, named Eagle, and set foot on
the Moon. Following twenty-one hours on the lunar
surface gathering forty-six pounds of lunar rocks and
planting an American flag, Armstrong and two com-
patriots safely returned to Earth.

From Rockets and Satellites to Space Stations
Once humans had circled Earth and walked on the
Moon, neither the United States nor the Soviet
Union were much inclined toward exploring farther
from Earth. According to Dr. Gary Lofgren, lunar cu-
rator and planetary geoscientist at the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration’s Johnson
Space Center, “We found, however, no new elements
or any materials significantly different from the
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earth. This should not be surprising because our so-
lar system was all made from the same stuff. The dif-
ferences between the planets reflect primarily their
distances from the sun and the stability of various
materials.”3

Disappointment over the results of lunar explo-
ration, however, did not dampen interest in space
stations among American and Soviet planners. For
example, a special team of Soviet engineers busied
themselves developing a space station primarily for
military purposes. In a highly ambitious and super-
secret project, the Soviets envisioned an orbiting
outpost equipped with powerful spy cameras, radar,
and even self-defense guns. It would also include
supply vehicles and multiple reentry capsules.

A military space station was canceled in favor of a
scientific project with wider and more practical ap-
plications. On February 9, 1970, the Soviet govern-
ment officially endorsed the space station called
Salyut, a Russian word meaning “greetings.” As
promised, at the beginning of 1970 Salyut, the
world’s first space station, was readied for launch in
1971.

Meanwhile, American officials backed the idea of
a space station with similarly vague goals in mind.
Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara publicly
stated the need for a space station for defense in the
late 1960s, noting:

The objective will be to test operations in space
using equipment and personnel that can also
meet some military needs. We propose a
manned orbiting laboratory, not for a precise
clearly defined military mission, but because we
believe it useful to develop some technologies
that could prove essential for manned military
operations in space.4

To move the program forward as quickly as possi-
ble, engineers searched for something that could be

The Road to Space Stations 13



adapted to serve as the first space station shell. One
recommendation made by many engineers was to
convert one of the stages of a Saturn rocket for this
purpose. According to Dr. Andrew Dunar and Dr.
Stephen Waring, engineers at the Marshall Space
Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama,

devised schemes for use of a spent-rocket stage as
a manned orbiting laboratory that helped form
foundations for Skylab [America’s first space sta-
tion]. The Research Projects Laboratory con-
ducted studies for science-oriented projects on
board Skylab including High Energy Astronomy
Observatories (HEAO), the Large Space Telescope,
and the Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM).5

For a combination of reasons that included military,
scientific, and economic motives, both the United
States and the Soviet Union committed themselves to
deployment of space stations.

14 Space Stations

Following the success
of Neil Armstrong’s
1969 lunar landing,
engineers began to
develop a space
station that would
serve as both a
research facility and
a base for military
operations.
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ModestBeginnings:
Salyut and Skylab

Chapter 1

The Soviets won the race to place the first space
station in orbit. On April 19, 1971, they launched

Salyut 1. Two years later, on May 14, 1973, America
responded by launching Skylab. Both space stations
shared the modest objectives of studying the effects
of long-duration spaceflight on the human body,
photographing Earth and the rest of the solar sys-
tem, and preparing the way for a dramatically im-
proved next generation of space stations. Everyone
involved in these projects had much to learn.
Engineers building Salyut and Skylab shared con-
cerns about size, shape, weight, and strength. Pro-
tection from micrometeors, insulation from ex-
treme temperatures, and how to attach many of the
external components also consumed engineers from
both nations.

Other teams focusing on the interior of space sta-
tions had concerns about how astronauts would live
and perform their experiments. The interior space
had to be designed to accommodate as many as three
astronauts, along with supplies of food, water, and
oxygen to last for many months. The interior space
also had to accommodate occupants’ need for sleep,
exercise, hygiene, and personal privacy—this in addi-
tion to space for conducting several experiments in-
volving a variety of scientific devices. Still others



worked to solve problems involving the generation
of electricity, keeping the interior spaces clean and
safe, and taking into account unique problems that
working in a weightless environment presented.

The Architecture of Space Stations
The architecture of both Salyut and Skylab were sim-
ilar in that they both consisted of a single large
cylinder within which crews lived and performed
their experiments. Orbiting Earth at roughly 250
miles in space, these laboratories required relatively
little structural reinforcement because their orbits
placed them in a vacuum where pressure was negli-
gible. Furthermore, although the craft would orbit
Earth at about 17,000 miles per hour, there would be
no friction of atmosphere to tear away external
equipment. Secondary components necessary for
sustaining the crew and supporting their scientific
activities, therefore, were attached to the exterior
surface of the spacecraft. As a result, both Skylab and
Salyut would be anything but streamlined.

16 Space Stations

The Skylab Cluster

Command and Service Module

Apollo Telescope Mount

Orbital Workshop

Airlock Module

Multiple Docking Adapter



Other alterations to the basic cylindrical shape
were also necessary. For example, a device known as
a multiple docking adapter was needed that would
firmly lock transport vehicles in place. To allow crew
members to exit and reenter for space walks, techni-
cally called extravehicular activities, an airlock mod-
ule, capable of accommodating one crew member at
a time, was attached. Each space station would carry
one or more externally mounted telescopes, to be
used for photographing the Sun and other objects in
the solar system. Externally mounted antennae
would receive and send radio signals. And to provide
the stations with electricity, multiple solar panels
would reach outward. On Skylab, the four solar pan-
els, each forty-eight feet long, would collectively
look like the blades of an old-fashioned windmill.

Although both space stations were bulky and rela-
tively heavy, one focus of their design was compact-
ness. Both Salyut and Skylab were assembled on
Earth, tightly packed into the cargo bay of a single
rocket, and then blasted into orbit. To accomplish
this feat, parts of the space stations were folded be-
fore insertion into the cargo bays. Then, when they
were released in space, the folded parts were meant
to unfold. Space aboard the launch vehicle was,
therefore, at a premium. As a consequence neither
the United States nor the Soviet Union sent crews on
the rockets carrying the space stations. Instead, it
was expected that crews would be sent once all com-
ponents had safely deployed and the stations had
stabilized in their respective orbits.

Optimizing Internal Space
Engineers realized that the space station envisioned
was far too large to place in orbit with the boosters
then available. Therefore, the interiors of Skylab as
well as Salyut were designed to optimize precious us-
able space. The tons of scientific equipment, food,
water, and personal effects of the crews meant that
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every cubic millimeter of space would be needed.
Years prior to launch, when engineers were still de-
signing the stations, they sketched to scale every
item that would go aloft to ensure that it would ac-
tually fit. Since astronauts in a weightless environ-
ment occupy all three dimensions of a room as they
float from place to place, artists familiar with human
anatomy were employed to sketch in astronauts to
ensure they would have adequate room to maneu-
ver. Engineers also weighed every item to within the
accuracy of one gram to verify that the fully loaded
space station would not be too heavy for the rocket
to lift it to the proper orbit.

Skylab, with an overall length of 118 feet and a di-
ameter of 22 feet, had an interior volume of roughly
10,000 cubic feet, the equivalent of a small house.
Divided into two stories, Skylab was designed for a
work laboratory on the upper story, which occupied
38 percent of the interior, with the larger lower story
for living quarters. This lower story was subdivided
into a wardroom (used for dining and exercise),
sleeping compartments, and an enclosure housing a
shower/toilet.

Since interior space was at a premium, creative ap-
proaches to its use were encouraged. For example,
aboard Skylab all tables and many other horizontal
surfaces were designed to be folded up against the
walls when not in use to make room for larger exper-
imental apparatuses. Even the shower facility folded
up. To conserve space, clothing for all astronauts was
vacuum sealed, compressed, and stowed in special
containers.

Engineering for Weightlesness
No anticipated condition occupied more time and re-
quired more engineering considerations than that of
weightlessness. In designing interiors, engineers had
to take into account that everything not secured in
some way would be floating. In such an environment,

18 Space Stations



astronauts could not work effectively if they had to
contend with floating objects. To control the inte-
rior, designers fabricated special tie-downs for com-
monly used objects, some wall space was lined with
Velcro to which tools and other objects could be
quickly attached, and all containers had to have cov-
ers to prevent objects from floating away.

Modest Beginnings: Salyut and Skylab 19

Gravity is a force that governs motion throughout the universe. It
holds all things to the ground, keeps the Moon in orbit around
Earth, and Earth in orbit around the Sun. Many people mistakenly
think that astronauts on the space stations are in a zero-gravity en-
vironment high above Earth and this is why they float throughout
space stations along with their pens, paper, and anything else not
tied down. Nothing could be further from the truth.

According to physicists who understand the mathematics of
gravity, an apple falling from a tree on Earth would also fall to Earth
if the tree were stationary 250 miles out in space, where most space
stations orbit. The gravitational field is still quite strong there,
roughly 95 percent of what it is on the surface. Why, then, do space
stations not crash to Earth, and why do astronauts appear to be
weightless in their cabins?

Weightlessness can be created two ways. One way is to travel
millions of miles from any large object, where the gravitational pull
diminishes to the point where it is very small. The second way, and
a much more practical method, is to create a weightless environ-
ment through the act of free fall. Free fall occurs temporarily on
Earth on roller coasters that crest and then suddenly drop down the
rails or on airplanes that temporarily execute a steep dive. The same
principle is used on space stations.

Physicists explain that just like the roller coaster and the diving
plane, space stations are in a constant state of free fall. The key to
maintaining them in a constant free-fall state is to keep the space
stations traveling at just the right speed and right altitude—17,000
miles per hour and 250 miles up. Given these two conditions, space
stations will perpetually fall around the revolving Earth; their orbits
are curved and parallel to Earth’s surface, not straight. As long as
the speed and altitude remain constant, they will remain in a per-
petual state of free fall.

On board the space station, the astronauts are also falling; it just
does not look like they are. That is because they are falling along
with the space station. Since they are falling at the same rate as the
space station, which is constant free fall, they appear to float in the
state that physicists call weightlessness.

What Is Weightlessness?



Designers had to anticipate that the contents of
containers would behave differently in orbit than on
Earth. Carbonated soft drinks, for example, are par-
ticularly problematic because in a weightless envi-
ronment bubbles of carbon dioxide remain ran-
domly distributed in the fluid rather the rising to the
top. The result can be a foamy mess when an ordi-
nary can is opened. By dispensing carbonated soft
drinks in a collapsible bag instead of a bottle, how-
ever, the pressure around the fluid can be constantly
controlled, preventing a messy explosion.

The engineers also had to design interiors with
weightlessness in mind. Moving from compartment
to compartment through tight hatches or down nar-
row corridors while weightless meant that a strong
push from a leg or arm might send an astronaut col-
liding with walls. To lessen the dangers of bumps,
bruises, or worse, hatches were padded, as were the
walls of corridors. To assist crew members moving
about and to help them stay put when they wished
to do so, some walls and ceilings were fitted with a
metal triangular grid work. Shoes designed for the as-
tronauts had triangular plates fastened to the soles
that would fit through the triangular opening in the

Even routine activities
like a medical exam
are a challenge in a
weightless environment
like that found on the
space station Skylab.



grid. By turning one foot slightly, an astronaut would
be able to hold steady while working.

There were also other means of restraint. One was
a set of straps similar to those on beach sandals.
Three pairs of these were placed on the floor of the
wardroom at the base of the food table; another pair
was located in the waste management compartment,
where garbage was collected, sorted, and sealed; and
yet another pair was installed in front of the toilet.
Still another type of foot restraint, for use with the
heavy boots of space suits, consisted of toe bars and
heel fittings which would be fastened to floors and
walls of the airlock that astronauts used before exit-
ing on space walks.

Performing the many scientific experiments while
weightless also presented unique problems. Some ex-
periments required the assembly of an apparatus in-
volving hundreds of small parts such as tiny screws,
nuts, and bolts. If a container of small parts was acci-
dentally shaken or bumped, setting in motion dozens
of small parts, progress came to a halt until all the
parts could be rounded up and counted. In time, as-
tronauts on both space stations learned that air cur-
rents, created by ventilation fans within the space sta-
tions would carry most lost objects to a filter, where
they could easily be retrieved.

A greater hazard to the safety of crews were liquids
lost and floating throughout the space stations.
When liquids got loose from their containers, they
often broke into thousands of tiny droplets, which
then dispersed throughout the interior. Although
each space station had small devices for vacuuming
up liquid spills, there was always the danger that a
liquid might slip into electrical wiring and short out
critical components.

Powering the Space Stations
In an outpost orbiting more than two hundred miles
above Earth, the one critical commodity needed in
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large supply that could not be packaged and flown
into orbit was electricity. Although large batteries
were once considered, they were quickly rejected for
long-term flights because their excessive size and
weight made it impractical to send them into orbit.
Instead, engineers worked to utilize and improve
upon the existing technology for converting solar
energy into electricity, a process known as photo-
voltaic generation.

The principles of converting light to electricity had
long been known, and the technology for manufac-
turing photovoltaic cells had been developed by the
1950s. Although they were relatively inefficient at
that time, by the 1970s photovoltaic cells themselves
had improved significantly, as had wiring, which sig-
nificantly reduced loss of electrical current. Because
of these improvements, the problem of supplying
electricity to space stations was solved.

In fact, the most distinctive external feature of
both Salyut and Skylab was their array of solar pan-
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els that stretched outward to capture the Sun’s rays.
These panels consisted of thousands of thumb-sized
silicone chips that directly converted sunlight into
electricity. Both Skylab and Salyut deployed about
one thousand square feet of panels to produce the
120 volts of direct current needed to run the hun-
dreds of small motors, compressors, lights, comput-
ers, refrigerators, and navigation and communica-
tions systems.

Since sunlight was the necessary ingredient, elec-
trical generation could only occur when the photo-
voltaic panels were bathed in sunlight. Onboard
computers controlled the panels’ orientation by fir-
ing small rockets to slightly change the orientation
of the spacecraft to maximize exposure to sunlight
yet avoid overheating the interior of the spacecraft.
Since all space stations circle the globe sixteen times
a day, there were sixteen times daily when Earth ob-
structs sunlight. During those dark moments, space
stations would have to rely on batteries to supply
power.

Learning from Mistakes
In spite of unbridled enthusiasm shared by the
United States and the Soviet Union for their first at-
tempts to establish space stations, initial attempts
were fraught with problems. No one involved was
especially surprised because everyone understood
that the technical leaps being made were large and
that many of them were untested.

The first test of space station technology was
Salyut 1. Two days after Salyut 1 was sent into orbit,
on April 23, 1971, the transport vehicle called Soyuz
10 docked to deliver the first three Soviet cosmo-
nauts. As the three saw their space station coming
into view, they maneuvered the nose of their vehicle
into a five-foot-diameter docking port to establish
the initial “soft” docking. The two craft coupled
flawlessly, but when the cosmonauts then attempted
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the “hard” docking to secure and hermetically seal
the two vehicles together with interlocking steel col-
lars, the locking mechanisms failed to properly
mate. Following six hours of frustration high above
the earth, the cosmonauts withdrew from Salyut 1
and returned home later that same day.

Undaunted by what the Soviet space agency de-
scribed as a partial success, engineers made mechani-
cal adjustments to the steel collar and a second at-
tempt to dock with Salyut 1 took place on June 6 of
the same year. This time the docking was successful,
and television cameras transmitted pictures of the
first men to inhabit a space station turning somer-
saults as they entered their new home. The schedule
called for the men to inhabit the station for thirty
days while performing a variety of experiments, un-
dock on July 6, and return home.

Over the next eleven days, life on board Salyut had
become a predictable routine, and most observers be-
lieved that the mission would flawlessly continue.
Suddenly, however, on June 18 a small electrical fire
in one of the thousands of electrical cables broke out.
The three men retreated through the docking port to
their return vehicle and requested permission to ter-
minate their mission and return home. Ground com-
mand, however, provided directions for extinguish-
ing the fire, and the men returned to Salyut and
successfully performed the task. Unfortunately, this
unforeseen event shook the men’s confidence, im-
pairing their ability to complete the thirty-day mis-
sion. On June 29 ground control made the decision
to bring the three men home ahead of schedule. The
television cameras recording their departure captured
their relief to be returning home as they laughed and
joked about the electrical fire that had at one time
placed their lives in peril.

At this point the cosmonauts’ luck took a fatal
turn. The computer systems on board Soyuz 10 per-
formed flawlessly. Following reentry into the atmos-
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phere, the speed of Soyuz 10 dropped from seven-
teen thousand miles per hour to three hundred
miles per hour by the time the vehicle was at an alti-
tude of ten thousand feet. At that point the three
parachutes deployed and softly deposited the cap-
sule back on Earth at the precise predetermined spot.
The only hint that something might be wrong was
an unexpected loss of communications. The recov-
ery team gathered around the capsule and unbolted
the hatch to give the three cosmonauts a heroes’
welcome, but it was shocked to discover all three
silently sitting motionless upright in their seats. All
three were dead.

An inquiry into the tragedy revealed that a hatch
valve was either opened or jolted open when the de-
scent vehicle separated from Salyut. The open valve

Launched April 23,
1971, the Soviet
Union’s Salyut I was
the first space station
to orbit Earth. Soviet
cosmonauts docked
with the station two
days later.



allowed the precious supply of oxygen to escape into
space. The valve would normally have opened as the
spacecraft descended through the lower levels of the
atmosphere, equalizing the pressure inside and out-
side of the spacecraft. Opening prematurely in space,
however, proved fatal.

Improvisation on Skylab
American engineers, as they completed prepara-
tions for the launch of Skylab, studied the fatal fail-
ure of Salyut and paid careful attention to its many
problems. Nonetheless, Skylab’s early history was a
rocky one, although no astronauts lost their lives.
On May 14, 1973, the unmanned Skylab station
was catapulted into space on its maiden voyage by
a Saturn 5 rocket. All systems performed flawlessly
until sixty-three seconds into the launch, when con-
trollers received an unexpected signal from Skylab
indicating that the station’s critical micrometeoroid
shield had deployed—while still stored inside the
rocket ship. Apparently vibrations during launch
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had caused the delicate shield to tear and prema-
turely deploy.

The micrometeoroid shield was a critical compo-
nent for two reasons. First, it was intended to protect
Skylab’s workshop wall against penetration by mi-
crometeoroids speeding through space. Such tiny
objects were common, so the danger they presented
was real. Secondarily, the shield was designed to pro-
vide shade while Skylab was exposed to the direct
rays of the Sun. Without the shield, the space station
would rapidly overheat.

Of equal concern was the damage the shield did to
other components when it deployed. When Skylab
was released from the rocket bay and allowed to drift
free, engineers on the ground discovered the true ex-
tent of the problem. When the shield opened pre-
maturely, it not only tore, but it also ripped away
one of the craft’s solar panels. With only three solar
panels left, ground engineers needed to maneuver
Skylab to face the Sun so as to generate as much elec-
tricity as possible. Because of the loss of the micromete-
oroid shield, however, this repositioning caused inter-
nal temperatures to rise to 160 degrees Fahrenheit—far
too hot for humans to endure.

The crew remained on the ground; meanwhile,
Skylab was in a crisis. On the one hand, excessive
heating could spoil food and film and could cause
insulation to give off poisonous fumes. Lack of elec-
tricity, on the other hand, would cripple the work-
shop and other critical electronic equipment such as
computers and navigation systems. Without a reso-
lution, ground crews would be forced to scuttle the
entire project.

James Kingsbury, deputy director of the Astro-
nautics Lab, told the team to troubleshoot the prob-
lem and to “keep the vehicle in a mode where we
can inhabit it and find out a way to fix it. Whatever
you need at the center is yours. This is the one thing
we are going to do at the moment. We will turn on
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everything and everybody we have who can do any-
thing.”6 The agreed-upon solution was to maneuver
Skylab by remote so that its working solar panels
were at a 45-degree angle to the Sun. This compro-
mise reduced interior temperatures to a safer 122 de-
grees Fahrenheit but still generated some electrical
current.

On May 25 the three-man crew went up to begin re-
pairs. One task involved deploying a makeshift metallic
parasol, after which the temperature dropped dra-
matically. Now Skylab could be turned to expose the
solar panels to more of the Sun’s rays to increase elec-
trical generation. These successful repairs allowed the
crew to spend twenty-eight days at the station fol-
lowed by two subsequent crews for an additional
fifty-nine and eighty-four days, respectively by the
end of 1973.

The results of the troubleshooting by engineers on
the ground and improvisations by astronauts on
Skylab produced 171 days of operation that satisfied

Skylab orbits Earth
with the metallic
parasol (bottom) that
replaced the damaged
micrometeoroid
shield. The space
station fell out of
orbit in 1979 after
three missions.



the American engineers who designed it and the sci-
entists who had an opportunity to conduct experi-
ments. A total of 117,000 photographs were taken of
the Sun, showing extraordinary details of the solar
surface, close-ups of sunspots, and the violent solar
winds that can sweep across the massive hot solar
surface. The store of information captured in space
exceeded what had been amassed in the previous
hundred years of study from the earth’s surface.

Earth had also been the subject of constant obser-
vation, resulting in forty-six thousand photographs.
Meteorologists, oceanographers, and biologists scru-
tinized every one for any detail that might add new
information about the general health of the planet
and any signs of environmental stress. Added to
these photographs were additional databases of in-
formation, the results of hundreds of hours of exper-
imentation in material sciences, biology, and space
medicine. Above all, the study of the response of as-
tronauts’ bodies, to prolonged periods in a weight-
less environment met one of the most important ob-
jectives of the Skylab program, simply to confirm
that humans could survive in space for prolonged
periods.

Skylab fell from orbit in 1979 following just three
missions, totaling 171 manned days. Salyut 1, mean-
while, was followed by a succession of six space sta-
tion launches, each bearing the Salyut name. The
combined lessons learned were of inestimable value.
Most of all, confidence in the combined problem-
solving capability of ground crews and astronauts
was sufficient to move both the United States and
the Soviet Union forward toward more ambitious
missions requiring more sophisticated space sta-
tions.
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A Quantum Leap
in Technology

30

Chapter 2

The Skylab and Salyut missions firmly established
the feasibility of extended stays in orbit and of

performing fundamental—if rudimentary—research.
In order to move beyond their limitations, a quan-
tum leap forward in technology, something truly rev-
olutionary, would be required. As former Houston
Skylab program manager Robert F. Thompson ob-
served, Skylab was a

beautiful tactical program that had numerous
shortcomings as a strategic program. Skylab was
not designed for in-flight repair, re-supply with
air and water, refurbishment with improved
technology, re-visitation for re-boost to a higher
orbit, or restructuring as part of a larger station.
Consequently it could not, and did not, lead to
a strategic, sustained human presence in space.7

Although America’s space agency, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), chose
not to follow up on its limited space station success,
opting instead to develop a reusable space vehicle,
the shuttle, the Soviets opted for a different course.
Despite a horrific beginning for their Salyut program
back in 1971, many successes followed. By the time
the Salyut 6 and Salyut 7 projects had ended in the
late 1980s, the Soviets’ many discoveries decisively



eclipsed their failures while at the same time eclips-
ing the more modest successes of Skylab.

The Salyut program’s many accomplishments opened
the way to the creation of the Soviets’ Mir space sta-
tion; this constituted the quantum leap aerospace en-
gineers such as Thompson had asserted would be nec-
essary if a sustained human presence in space was to
be possible.

Mir—the Beneficiary of Lessons Learned
During the late 1970s, the Soviet Union committed
itself full-bore to placing a space station in orbit
that would vastly surpass the Salyut and Skylab
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space stations. Mir, a Russian word meaning “peace,”
drawing on lessons from both the successes and fail-
ures of Salyut, was primarily intended to prove that
humans could survive in a weightless environment
for years, not just months. Secondarily, Mir would
also be called upon to serve as a laboratory where
more complex experiments than those conducted
on Skylab and Salyut could be done.

Many improvements would be needed to meet
Mir’s ambitious objectives. Highest on the list was a
significantly larger interior space consisting of multi-
ple compartments in which many different types of
experiments could be conducted simultaneously. Also
high on the list were improvements to the docking
mechanisms so transport vehicles could more readily
resupply the crews, improvements to the electrical
systems, more sophisticated equipment that allowed
for lengthier space walks, and more sophisticated op-
tical equipment for viewing Earth and galaxies be-
yond the Milky Way.

Modular Orbital Assembly
Soviet scientists knew that a larger space station
would make extended stays in orbit practical. The
problem, though, was that a space station of the size
they envisioned exceeded the weight and volume
limits imposed by the Soviets’ Proton rocket. In re-
sponse, engineers designed Mir in six separate mod-
ules, each of which would be flown to orbit sepa-
rately and then joined 250 miles above Earth. Some
engineers describe this sort of module construction
as “tinker toy” construction, but others liken it to
snapping together Lego blocks.

Taken together, Mir’s six modules would be
roughly twice the size of Skylab and would collec-
tively function as crew quarters, a computerized
brain and communications center, and research fa-
cilities. The first of the six modules sent up, the Mir
Core, was launched on February 20, 1986. As its
name implied, the Core was engineered with six
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docking ports to which the other modules later
would be attached. The Core was also aptly named
in that it contained both the basic living quarters
and research laboratories. The basic living quarters
included individual crew quarters, a bathroom,
shower facilities, and a small galley with cooking fa-
cilities and a table. The Core, therefore, was capable
of functioning as a stand-alone space station until
the additional modules could be sent up.

Following the successful deployment of the Mir
Core, the remaining five modules were sent up and
locked into place over a four-year period. In all cases,
each module was loaded into the transfer vehicle,
Soyuz, which was in turn loaded onto the Proton
rocket and was launched into space. Once in space,
the Proton rocket separated from Soyuz, which was
then able to rendezvous with Mir by firing its thrust
rockets. Once docked with the Core, cosmonauts
were then able to remove each module and send
Soyuz back to Earth for future reuse.

Coupling each module to the Core’s docking ports
required space walks on the part of the cosmonauts
to secure the locking mechanisms, pressure seals, and
electrical wiring. Despite many mechanical improve-
ments, coupling the modules proved more compli-
cated than anticipated. For example, when the Kvant
module, which provided data and observations of ac-
tive galaxies, quasars, and neutron stars as well as
some biotechnology experiments, approached the
Mir Core in 1987, something very wrong occurred.
As it set up to rendezvous with its dock, the horrified
crew on the Core watched in disbelief as the twenty-
ton module floated past too high to lock. Four days
later, a second approach went according to plan, but
the final locking mechanism jammed. Forced to take
another space walk to investigate the problem, the
cosmonauts discovered a plastic trash bag lodged in
the locking collar. Once removed, the Kvant module
successfully locked in place.
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Once all modules were properly locked onto the
Core, Mir weighed about 150 tons, with dimensions
of roughly 115 feet by 98 feet and an inner volume
of about 14,100 cubic feet, significantly larger than
Skylab had been. Orbiting high above Earth, the
fully assembled Mir was the biggest man-made ob-
ject in space.

Resupply
Another of Mir’s revolutionary improvements over
previous space stations was its ability to support
crews for long periods by allowing for delivery of
fresh supplies. When the Soviets developed Mir,
they also developed for it an unmanned supply ve-
hicle named “Progress.” To accommodate Progress
for quick and reliable docking, Mir’s docking port
was redesigned with an improved locking assembly
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and with a computer program to automate dock-
ing.

The new locking assembly was a set of four hy-
draulic grappling hooks capable of extending ten
inches to capture Progress’s port and then retracting
to pull Progress directly into Mir’s docking port.
Assisting in this mechanical ballet was a computer
program on board Mir capable of sensing the posi-
tion of Progress and Mir and then adjusting the ori-
entation of each for flawless dockings.

Progress was basically a cylinder with an interior
storage volume of twenty-five hundred cubic feet,
enough to carry sixteen thousand pounds of sup-
plies. Since Progress was relatively small, one small
rocket could propel one supply vehicle to Mir; alter-
natively, a larger Soyuz SL-4 rocket could propel sev-
eral supply vehicles. Because of this ability to resup-
ply Mir, the Soviets would later set the record for the
longest stay by a human in space, 438 days.

Progress delivered everything needed aboard Mir
for experiments and for the crew’s use. Most of
Progress’s cargo consisted of propellants and gases
such as hydrogen, helium, argon, and oxygen, needed
for experiments. In addition to propellants and
gases, Progress ferried numerous housekeeping items
to the station. The most vital part of this package for
the crew was life-support hardware and supplies,
such as chemicals that release oxygen and others
that remove carbon dioxide from Mir’s atmosphere.
Other items included such necessities as computers,
communication equipment, and expendable hard-
ware such as bolts and electrical wire. Of even
greater interest to the crew were personal items such
as toothbrushes, toothpaste, combs, brushes, med-
ical kits, laptop computers, and pens and pencils.
Food and water were, of course, necessities, but un-
like in the case of Salyut, Russian officials made cer-
tain that the food was not just nutritious but also
palatable. According to David M. Harland, author of
The Mir Space Station: A Precursor to Space Colonization,
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“Much of the food was fresh, and specialties such as
apples, onions, garlic, and caviar were very much ap-
preciated.”8

Mir fulfilled all of its expectations. It would re-
main in orbit for fifteen years, during which time it
was never unoccupied. Four different individuals
would each spend more than twelve months on Mir.
Harland notes, “The Mir complex is a tentative first
step towards an orbital habitat. This, along with the
evaluation of the human organism in a weightless
state, is Mir’s raison d’être [reason for being]. Mir has
succeeded in its mission.”9

As Mir began to age, a debate arose among Soviet
scientists over refurbishing it or scrapping it in favor
of a new-generation space station. Finding the money
for such a project was a problem, however, so the
Soviet Union explored enlisting the financial and en-
gineering assistance of other nations. During the late
1980s and early 1990s, an easing of geopolitical ten-
sions between the Soviet Union and the United States
and its allies made this idea practical. Furthermore,
unlike the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s, when space was
exclusively the competitive arena of the United States
and the Soviet Union, now other technologically ad-
vanced nations were willing to participate in and ben-
efit from an orbiting outpost.

The International Space Station
American space scientists had opted to develop the
space shuttle rather than compete with Mir by devel-
oping another space station. Still, in 1993 President
Bill Clinton proposed to Russia and several other na-
tions a cooperative effort to place the next genera-
tion of space stations in orbit. This novel and timely
idea of sharing the costs, the risks, the technology,
and the results of research spurred ambitious designs
for the International Space Station (ISS). If all went
well, the first of more than one hundred compo-
nents of the ISS would be in orbit in 1998. Plans
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Relegating space stations to the junk heap is both a tricky and
complicated proposition. All space stations will eventually fall out
of orbit and plummet back to Earth—unless regularly propelled
back into orbit—as their speed and altitude drop due to Earth’s
gravitational pull. In 1991 Russian aerospace engineers finally al-
lowed Salyut 7 to fall out of orbit and plummet to Earth.
Unfortunately, Russian space engineers had no idea where it
would hit the earth, and even after disintegrating as it plunged
through the atmosphere, several tons of debris eventually scat-
tered across the Andes mountains, much to the anger of many
people.

Hoping to avoid another international incident, the Russians
planned better when the time came to bring Mir out of orbit. In
March 2001 the world was notified that the 130-ton Mir would be
brought down somewhere over the Pacific Ocean, the largest un-
populated region on Earth. As the space station gradually lost alti-
tude, the date of splashdown in the Pacific was announced as
March 21. Soviet engineers announced that as it passed through
the atmosphere at initial speeds of seventeen thousand miles per
hour, 110 tons of the 130-ton craft would burn up from friction;
the surviving 20 tons would scatter into thousands of small pieces
that would splash into the ocean.

Hitting the Pacific on a particular day would require control.
Soviet engineers conceived the idea of actually accelerating Mir’s
descent through the atmosphere to control the time and place of
disintegration. To accomplish this objective, a Progress cargo
ship was attached to the station, which had a rocket propulsion
system. When Mir fell to about 136 miles, the rocket engines on
Progress would be fired to accelerate Mir downward into the
thicker layers of the atmosphere, where it would quickly break
apart and burn.

The controlled reentry was projected to bring the craft down in
a 380,000-square-mile swath of the Pacific between New Zealand
and Chile, away from major air and sea routes. Tiny nations
throughout the South Pacific were alerted to watch for the chunks
of Mir, and dozens of island authorities warned their people not to
go out March 21 and to stay off boats to avoid being hit by any
parts.

In a trip condemned as suicidal by Russia’s space agency, a
California-based public relations firm chartered an airplane for a
group of space enthusiasts and television crews to fly to the site.
They hoped to photograph the blazing reentry, but NASA authori-
ties estimated their chances of being hit as about 1 in 2 billion.
Fortunately for everyone, the plan worked and the blazing scraps of
Mir plunged harmlessly into the Pacific.

The Death of a Space Station



called for the locking of the remaining modules by
the end of 2003, with experiments beginning imme-
diately and running continuously until at least 2013.

Everyone involved in the project understood that
the ISS would be the culmination of thirty years of
research and experimentation on Salyut, Skylab, and
Mir. Far from being just the next iteration of space
stations, aeronautical engineers worked to make the
ISS a second quantum leap in the wake of its prede-
cessor, Mir. According to Daniel Goldin, the head of
NASA, the ISS would push space station technology
far beyond Mir:

The International Space Station (ISS) will
change the course of human history. The ISS is
certainly an ambitious idea. It is probably the
largest international scientific and technological
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project ever undertaken. The goal is to establish
and maintain a permanent presence in space
and to provide a testbed for new technologies,
medical research, and the development of ad-
vanced industrial materials.10

The design of the ISS would be on a scale that
would dwarf Mir. Rather than the total of five mod-
ules that Mir had, designers planned for six primary
modules used exclusively as laboratories in addition
to additional modules for crew quarters, storage fa-
cilities, docks for transport vehicles, and airlocks
needed for space walks. All of these modules, when
coupled with six pairs of solar panels and external
apparatuses such as telescopes and communications
antennae would give the ISS the look of an oversized
spider moving through space.
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Significantly larger than Mir, the ISS structure
would have an overall length of 262 feet, a width of
365 feet, and a total weight of a massive 500 tons,
nearly four times the weight of Mir. NASA engineers
liken the total exterior space to the dimensions of
two football fields and the interior space to that of
the passenger cabin of a Boeing 747. Equally remark-
able will be the ability of the ISS to accommodate a
crew of seven—more than twice the capacity of Mir.

International Cooperation
The first step toward building the ISS was assigning
responsibilities and costs to each of the charter na-
tions. In 1993 most of the details of the joint space
contract were ironed out and agreed upon. In his
book Living in Space: From Science Fiction to the
International Space Station, space writer Giovanni
Caprara comments on this agreement:

The signing of the joint space agreement
marked the end of an era of antagonism [be-
tween Americans and Russians] and the begin-
ning of a new phase of cooperation. . . . Until
now, space programs had been viewed as an
ideal means of demonstrating the superiority of
a political system. Now they became a proving
ground for experiments in cooperative agree-
ments that could be usefully applied to other
fields.11

The United States and Russia were joined in the
construction effort by a consortium of ten European
nations—called the European Space Agency (ESA)—
as well as by Canada and Japan. Engineers realized
that overcoming the forty years of competition be-
tween the United States and Russia would be an asset
to the new space station. Canada declared its inten-
tion to construct the robotic arm that would be used
for assembly of the ISS modules and for placement
and retrieval of a variety of equipment for experi-
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ments. Fifty-seven feet long, 15 inches in diameter,
and weighing 911 pounds, the robotic arm derives
its flexibility from six revolving joints and its grasp-
ing ability from pincers designed to maneuver a 266-
ton object while in orbit. Since the robotic arm
would be an essential component for assembly of
the ISS, it would be one of the first items flown to
the station.

Japan announced its interest in building a module
called the Japanese Experiment Module (JEM), in-
tended to be a multipurpose facility for a variety of
space science and technology studies. Nicknamed
“Kibo,” the JEM is a cylinder thirty-seven feet long
and ten feet in diameter. Attached to Kibo is an ex-
ternal platform similar to a back deck, called the
Exposed Facility, available as a storage unit and labo-
ratory for conducting experiments intended to be
performed in a vacuum.

The ESA, which consisted of three major contributors—
France, Germany, and Italy—and seven minor ones,
agreed to contribute a research module called the
Columbus Orbital Facility and a transfer vehicle that
would be used to transport supplies to the ISS and to
boost the orbit of the station to a higher altitude if
needed.

Russia, the country with the most experience in
long-term missions on space stations, was called
upon to make a considerable contribution to the ISS.
Russia agreed to build the first module that would go
into orbit, the FGB, which is the Russian acronym
for Functional Cargo Block. It would function as the
control center for the ISS, providing docking ports,
fuel tanks, and solar panels. Weighing nineteen
tons, this forty-foot-by-twelve-foot cylinder would
be the largest of the ISS modules. The Russians also
agreed to supply at least two science modules, addi-
tional solar panels, resupply vehicles, and, of critical
importance, an escape vehicle to be used in the
event of some catastrophe on the ISS that would
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necessitate the crew’s evacuation. Russia’s one last
major contribution, the Proton rocket, would mus-
cle the main pieces into space, requiring an esti-
mated ninety launches.

America’s role began with building Node 1, named
“Unity,” which would function as conduit for power,
liquids, gases, and communications needed by all
the other modules. Next, the United States built the
American Laboratory, which was intended to be
used for a variety of experiments; the United States
would also supply eight solar panels. America agreed
to provide the space shuttle, which, along with the
Proton rockets, would fly the ISS modules into orbit
and provision them over the life of the space station.

Leading-Edge Technologies
ISS engineers applied the latest leading-edge tech-
nologies to create a safe interior work space for the
crew. Each module has an outer shell of lightweight
aluminum. This shell has an additional protective
layer of four-inch-thick impact-resistant Kevlar and
ceramic material. This layer functions as a bullet-
proof vest to provide extra protection from impacts
by micrometeoroids and tiny grains of grit that
punctured previous space stations, causing air leaks.

Another significant departure from Mir’s design is
the high degree of specialization of each ISS module.
This specialization of function necessitates a great
deal of interdependence with other modules. Unlike
Mir, on which each module could function indepen-
dently of the others, none of the ISS modules can
survive in space without the assistance of the others.
In this regard, aerospace engineers liken the ISS de-
sign to the human body, in which each of the body’s
systems has a distinct and highly specialized func-
tion yet each is dependent upon the proper func-
tioning of all others. 

Such a design will make possible more complex
experiments that will answer more questions about
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The engineering of each of the ISS modules is remarkably complex.
An example is the eighteen-by-fifteen-foot cylinder built by the
United States called Node 1, or the Unity Node, which functions as
a conduit for all the essential elements of the ISS.

The aluminum walls of Unity are made of high-strength alu-
minum to withstand the impacts of delivery vehicles docking with it
and the stress and torque of six other modules attaching to its six
ports. To accomplish all of the requirements imposed on Unity by
aerospace engineers, the American-made module contains more
than fifty thousand mechanical items mounted in a maze of racks
and tresses. This dazzling array of parts provides essential space sta-
tion resources such as fluids, environmental control and life support
systems, and electrical and data systems to the work and living
modules.

To provide essential life support resources, Unity is packed with
216 pressurized conduits that carry fluids and gases. Since the
weightless environment does not have natural air currents or liquid
flow, gases, including oxygen, along with many liquids must be
pumped throughout all human-occupied areas. And even more re-
markable, this eighteen-foot-long module threads 121 separate in-
ternal and external electrical cables, which collectively consist of six
miles of electrical and data wires.

An Example of 
Complexity on the ISS

American engineers designed the complex Unity Node, the conduit
for all essential elements of the ISS.



the nature of physics and living in a weightless en-
vironment. According to Mary F. Musgrave, the as-
sociate dean of the College of Natural Sciences and
Mathematics and a professor of biology at the
University of Massachusetts, “The Mir and Skylab
programs provided only a glimpse [of a space sta-
tion’s potential]. The International Space Station of-
fers the opportunity to conduct research 24 hours a
day, 365 days a year.”12 This view is echoed by
many, including Al Feinberg, NASA public affairs of-
ficer at the Office of Space Flight, who added, “ISS is
a radical departure from Mir.”13

The Robotic Arm
The orbital assembly of the ISS began a new era of
hands-on work in space. Although Mir was also a
modular space station requiring orbital assembly, its
design made the task quick and simple, involving
not much more than clamps and cable hookups. The
ISS would not be so simple. Because of the number
of modules, their different configurations, and the
unique requirements for scientific research, securing
each one was a concern to designers from the start.

ISS engineers rejected the idea of clamps and cables
in favor of mounting a large robotic arm, remotely
controlled by crews inside the ISS, capable of seizing
modules and coupling them with surgical precision.
Built by the Canadians, the fifty-seven-foot-long ro-
botic arm was one of the first components flown to
and placed on the ISS. This arm, controlled by astro-
nauts, will eventually assemble the full complement
of the ISS modules. Once all modules are in place, the
arm will also play a major role in supplying the space
station, effecting repairs, and assisting in many ex-
periments conducted outside of the pressurized envi-
ronment of the station’s modules.

What makes the arm work so effectively are seven
motorized joints. These joints function much like
wrists and elbows, only better. They are capable of
revolving 360 degrees while arm segments extend in
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multiple directions. This arm is capable of handling
large payloads and assisting with docking the space
shuttle. To access all parts of the space station, the
arm moves along rails running the length of the sta-
tion and bolted to the truss framework.

Grasping is performed by an ingenious robotic
“hand” called the Special Purpose Dexterous Man-
ipulator, or Dextre for short. This device is capable of
handling the delicate assembly tasks previously per-
formed by astronauts during space walks. Equipped
with lights, cameras, and tool packs, Dextre is capa-
ble of installing and removing small external pay-
loads such as batteries, power supplies, and comput-
ers as well as manipulating, installing, removing,
and inspecting scientific payloads. A typical task for
Dextre is to replace a depleted 220 pound battery
that involves bolting and unbolting operations as
well as precision positioning to properly align and
insert the spare battery within its work space and
properly reattach all connectors.

The Escape Vehicle
Frightening moments on Salyut and Mir created life-
threatening situations for cosmonauts on more than
one occasion. Delicate mixtures of gases and chemi-
cals needed for life support and scientific experi-
ments created explosive situations from time to
time. Added to this were fears of fire and cata-
strophic loss of atmospheric pressure should the skin
of a module be punctured. To lessen the chances of a
disaster on the ISS killing all on board, planners and
engineers included in the design a permanent mod-
ule that would function as an escape vehicle if
needed.

Engineers designed the ISS to accommodate an es-
cape vehicle permanently docked while astronauts
worked in the station. The only available vehicle able
to fulfill the requirements was the Russians’ Soyuz
transport vehicle that was designed to deliver cosmo-
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nauts to Mir and return them home. Unlike all other
modules, Soyuz could be boarded and quickly re-
leased from the ISS in less than ten minutes.

Astronaut Buzz Aldrin, however, in an interview
in Popular Mechanics magazine in 2003, pointed out
one shortcoming of Soyuz as an escape vehicle, not-
ing, “Currently the station [ISS] is limited to three,
the number of people that can escape in the Soyuz
capsule.”14 If the ISS is to increase its crew comple-
ment to the anticipated maximum of seven mem-
bers, a larger escape vehicle is needed.

In response to the need for a modern escape vehi-
cle capable of transporting all seven crew members,
NASA is close to completing the development of a $4
billion escape vehicle called the X-38 that will re-
place the smaller Soyuz. The X-38, a twenty-nine-
foot-long triangular pod, would use its body like a
wing to glide back to Earth. Engineers have already
tested two versions of the craft by dropping them
from a B-52 aircraft over the California desert. The fi-
nal version is anticipated for delivery in 2004.
According to John Muratore, project manager for the
X-38 project at Johnson Space Center in Houston:

It’s an all-electric vehicle that uses high-tech
lasers and fiber optics to initiate many of the
on-board sequences. Although it utilizes cutting-
edge technology, it gets its roots from science
we’ve already successfully used for many years.
It’s a great blend of both old and new knowl-
edge.15

The architects of all space stations focused their
time and energy on creating the best possible living
environment in space. None of their ingenious in-
ventions, from robotic arms to escape vehicles,
would have value if the environment in which astro-
nauts worked and lived were not optimized to allow
for prolonged visits.
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Chapter 3

Space stations, especially the most recent ISS, were
designed to keep the astronauts as comfortable as

possible—the ISS modules are roomy, bright, and
kept at a constant 70 degrees Fahrenheit. It is impor-
tant that the crew members are comfortable because
they are kept busy all their waking hours. In a typi-
cal day, crew members will spend twelve hours
working, two exercising, two preparing and eating
meals, and eight hours sleeping.

Despite the amenities provided, life in space reqi-
ures considerable acclimation. Once on board a
space station, the first order of business for novice
astronauts is to become accustomed to the weight-
less environment, adjust to living in close quarters,
and master new technologies necessary for carrying
out routine daily activities. These three conditions,
unique to all space stations, mean that the most ba-
sic and commonplace daily activities require rigor-
ous attention, patience, and coordination.

Space Adaptation Syndrome
The first sensation experienced by three-quarters of
all astronauts in weightlessness is space adaptation
syndrome, more commonly known as space sick-
ness. It is a form of motion sickness that occurs in
spaceflights when astronauts are free to move about



in the weightless environment. The syndrome did
not occur on the lunar module or on early orbital
flights because the astronauts were firmly strapped
into small capsules.

Symptoms of space adaptation syndrome vary
from one person to another but may include nausea,
vomiting, anorexia, headache, malaise, drowsiness,
lethargy, paleness, and sweating. The sickness is be-
lieved to be caused by sensory conflicts within and
between the vestibular system—a collection of sensi-
tive organs in the inner ear that maintain balance
and orientation—and the visual system. Space physi-
cians believe that when astronauts float and spin in
a weightless environment, what their eyes see and
what their vestibular organs sense lead to a neural
mismatch that upsets the nervous system.

As intense as the symptoms can be, space sickness
is usually of short duration, lasting from one to three
days. Fortunately for astronauts, once they experi-
ence it, it never reoccurs. Unfortunately for them,
however, although the sickness disappears relatively
quickly, astronauts report that floating vomit is one
of the least pleasant aspects of the first few days in
space. When vomit is projected into the cabin, suc-
tion devices are deployed to capture and contain it.

Physicians have been able to reduce the occur-
rence of space sickness by employing countermea-
sures that include medications, head movement ex-
ercises to accelerate the process of adaptation, head
restraints, and adjusting the vestibular system to
weightlessness through biofeedback training.

Meals
Space sickness usually involves a dramatic loss of ap-
petite, but eventually the astronaut begins eating
again. When that happens, there are many chal-
lenges for the first-time visitor to the ISS. Meals on
space stations present myriad problems because of
weightlessness, a shortage of storage space, spoilage,
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Ed Lu, the American commander on the ISS, enjoyed working on
the space station as well as eating on it. While in space on the ISS,
he wrote an article about food titled “Eating at Café ISS” for NASA’s
Web site. In the article, he describes some of the more interesting
and amusing experiences of dining in a weightless environment.

We don’t have a real kitchen up here, but we do have a
kitchen table. You might wonder of what use a table is if you
can’t set anything down on it, but we have bungee straps
and Velcro on the tabletop so you can keep your food con-
tainers, spoon, napkins, etc. from floating away. You can find
Yuri [a Soviet cosmonaut] and I around the table 3 times a
day. In fact the table, which is located in the Service Module,
is kind of the social center of the ISS. Even though we only
have 2 crew members now, it is where we congregate when
we have time off. Of course there are no chairs around the
table, what we do is float around the table while we prepare
our meals and eat. There are a couple of handrails on the
floor to slide your feet under to stabilize yourself.

As for utensils, the only utensil we use is a spoon. All of the
food that requires a utensil to eat has some sort of sauce or at
least some moisture to it, so it naturally sticks to the spoon.
This is the same effect on the ground that allows drops of wa-
ter to stick to windows, here it allows us to eat without hav-
ing our food fly all over the place. This force isn’t very strong,
so you have to move fairly slowly when eating, or the food
will literally fly right off your spoon and onto the wall.

The Russian drink packets are clear plastic and have a simple
one-way valve where you add water; while the other side of
the packets has a built in straw. The design is ingenious; you
just cut off one end of the packet with scissors to open up the
valve, slide the packet onto the water tap, turn on the water,
mix well, and then use the scissors on the other end to open
up the straw. The problem is that if you aren’t careful, they
have a tendency to leak and it is easy to get juice or tea all
over yourself or the walls. The same property of liquids that
lets them stick to your spoon also makes liquids stick to your
face.

Much of the Russian-supplied food comes in cans. One of the
advantages of cans is that if it is just for a short while, you can
just let the can float as long as you are careful to keep an eye
on where it is going. Remember that you don’t have to worry
about food spilling out of the can if it turns upside down!

Café ISS



and a shortage of water needed for food preparation.
In spite of these obstacles to good food, astronauts
look forward to meals more than any other daily
routine.

Most foods are dehydrated to conserve space and
are packed into compartments and freezers in the
upper section and wardroom. Water, one of the most
precious commodities, is particularly problematic
since it cannot be compressed. It is also one of the
heaviest commodities. As a result, equipment has
been designed to capture and recycle water from ex-
haled air and even from urine.

All food is initially prepared, cooked, and pack-
aged on Earth. Food is processed in a way that makes
it stick to a spoon and keeps it from crumbling into
hundreds of particles that could float away. Thick
foods such as sauces, pastes, oils, peanut butter, and
moist cake batter are used to bind dry, flaky foods to-
gether. Some foods are also selected for their natural
ability to hold together. Tortillas, for example, are
preferred to slices of bread because they create far
fewer crumbs. Floating bread crumbs are more than
a minor annoyance. On Skylab, astronauts com-
plained about bread crumbs floating around the in-
terior and getting stuck in filters or in their eyes.

To make food keep as long as possible, most of what
is prepared for the ISS is freeze-dried, low-moisture, or
thermostabilized—meaning that it has been heated to
kill bacteria—and then sealed in airtight packages. To
prepare them for consumption, foods require very lit-
tle preparation. Even many beverages are packaged in
a dehydrated form and then are slightly hydrated be-
fore they are consumed. The ISS’s galley, like many
kitchens on Earth, is equipped with water, microwave
ovens, and refrigerators, allowing everyone on board
to access more normal types of fresh food, including
fruits, vegetables, and even ice cream.

Nutritionists ensure that the food astronauts eat
provides them with a balanced supply of vitamins
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and minerals. Meals are eaten three times a day, but
because astronauts expend less energy working in a
weightless environment than they would on Earth,
their caloric requirements are considerably lower
than they would otherwise be. Calorie requirements
differ from one astronaut to another. For instance, a
small woman would require only about nineteen
hundred calories a day whereas a large man would
require about thirty-two hundred calories.

On board the ISS, more than one hundred food
items are available to astronauts; half are provided
by American nutritionists and half by their Russian
counterparts. This is done to provide a fair mix of
the foods from the two different cultures. American
favorites are meatloaf and turkey with mashed pota-
toes and gravy, spaghetti, a variety of soups, brown-
ies, peanut butter, and even ice cream. From the
Russian chefs, favorites are a thick cabbage and beet
soup called borscht; a selection of pickled meats;
baursaki, which are small fried doughnuts made
from unleavened dough; and kazakh, which are
meat-flavored noodles.

There are many other types of foods an astronaut
can choose from, such as fruits, nuts, chicken, beef,
seafood, candy, and drinks, including coffee, tea, or-
ange juice, fruit punch, and lemonade. Condiments
are provided such as ketchup, mustard, and mayon-
naise. Salt and pepper are available, but only in a liq-
uid form because in orbit astronauts cannot sprinkle
salt and pepper on their food; it would simply float
away.

Some foods, such as brownies and fruit, can be
eaten in their natural form. Other foods require
adding water, such as macaroni and cheese or
spaghetti. Some packaging, such as plastic tubes
filled with mashed potatoes and gravy and soft ice
cream, prevent food from flying away because they
are sucked from holes at one end of the tubes. The
food packaging is designed to be flexible, easier to
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use, and to maximize space when stowing or dispos-
ing of food containers.

Sleep
Just as calorie requirements are lower in orbit than
on Earth, so too are sleep requirements less. When
the time for sleep does come, weightlessness some-
what simplifies the process of bedding down. Since
humans cannot sense an “up” or “down” in a
weightless environment, they can sleep in any posi-
tion. Since space is in short supply, designers of space
station interiors can position astronauts to sleep verti-
cally or horizontally. On the ISS, sleep compartments
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provide space for four people. The first person sleeps
on the top bunk, the second on the lower bunk. A
third person sleeps on the underside of the lower
bunk, actually facing the floor. A fourth person
sleeps vertically, attached to a wall with Velcro
straps. Because the astronauts are in a weightless en-
vironment, mattresses are not needed. Instead, each
bed consists of a padded board with a fireproof sleep-
ing bag attached to it. Astronauts zip themselves in-
side the sleeping bags, generally leaving their arms
out. Crew quarters also provide each astronaut with
an individual light, communications station, fan,
sound-suppression blanket, and sheets with weight-
lessness restraints for those who find the sleeping
bags too warm. Pillows are available as well.

Sleep can be difficult to find from time to time.
Much like on Earth, astronauts report waking up in
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An astronaut writes
at his ISS sleep
station. Because of
the weightless
environment, ISS
astronauts need only
a padded board and
sleeping bag to sleep
comfortably. 



the middle of their sleep period to use the bathroom,
and distractions can cause them to stay up late star-
ing out the window. During their sleep period, astro-
nauts have reported having dreams and nightmares.
The close quarters can also result in sleep disruptions
since crew members can easily hear each other;
weightlessness does not, apparently, prevent snor-
ing. In addition, sleeping near a window can be diffi-
cult since the Sun rises every ninety minutes as the
station orbits Earth. The sunlight and warmth enter-
ing a window is enough to disturb a sleeper who is
not wearing a sleep mask.

At no time are all crew members allowed to sleep
at the same time; someone must always be awake to
handle potential emergencies. Ground controllers
actually decide when individual crew members go to
bed. When it is time to wake up, the ground control
sends wake-up music or a call to the crew. On
America’s Skylab, ground control picked a song for
an astronaut each day. Sometimes a family member
will request that controllers play a favorite song for
their particular loved one on the ISS. In other cases,
depending on the astronaut’s own tastes, ground
control may play rock and roll, country and western,
or classical music. However, most of the time the
wake-up call is unnecessary since most space station
crew members use an alarm clock just as they might
on Earth.

Exercise
No matter what sleep schedule a crew member ad-
heres to, exercise is a critical part of the daily rou-
tine. Treadmills and ergometers, more commonly
called stationary bikes, are used extensively by astro-
nauts to maintain fitness. Such equipment has been
used in space since Skylab in the 1970s, although
they tend to cause a good deal of vibration. This can
disrupt sensitive experiments elsewhere in the space-
craft, making sophisticated shock absorption systems
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necessary. Resistive exercise, a newer option to work-
outs, eliminates the vibration issue. Astronauts stress
their bones and muscles by working against a resis-
tive force, usually by pulling against strong bungee
cords. Less motion is involved, and so there is very
little vibration.

Strenuous exercise is vital for the heart. Over time,
the astronaut’s body responds to weightlessness by
decreasing the amount of blood. Without regular
strenuous exercise, an astronaut’s heart will shrink,
as it only has to pump this smaller volume of blood.
This condition creates problems once an astronaut
returns to Earth, when the heart must once again
pull blood up to the brain against the force of grav-
ity.

Personal Hygiene
Just as important to keeping fit is keeping clean. At
the same time, sanitation is more difficult to main-
tain within the confines of a space station than on
Earth. Studies conducted on early space station
flights revealed that the populations of some mi-
crobes can increase rapidly under the combination
of weightlessness and the confined spaces of an or-
biting space station. The consequence is that many
infectious diseases can easily spread to everyone
aboard a space station. This is of particular concern
since access to medical personnel is limited at best
and pharmaceuticals are in short supply.

To prevent the growth of microorganisms, the eat-
ing utensils, dining area, toilet, and sleeping facili-
ties in a space station are regularly cleaned. All po-
tential sources of contamination must be carefully
isolated. Since there is no washing machine aboard,
soiled articles of clothing are sealed in plastic bags.
Garbage and trash are also sealed in plastic bags, as
are all food containers and used eating utensils, all
of which is returned to Earth for laboratory analysis
before it is either recycled or destroyed.
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Each crew member has his or her own personal
hygiene kit, which contains items such as a razor,
shaving cream, hand cream, toothpaste, a tooth-
brush, a comb, nail clippers, deodorant, and other
personal items, just as one might have on Earth.
However, simple tasks like brushing teeth can be
challenging in a weightless environment. The water
that one would ordinarily use to wash out one’s
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Astronauts on the ISS work six and a half days per week. Each day is carefully
planned to optimize time for all needed activities, and the only relief from long
days is a half day each Saturday.

Astronauts wake up at 7:00 Greenwich Mean Time, which is 2 A.M. in Houston
and 11 A.M. in Moscow. Astronauts cannot rely on the usual daylight and nighttime
cycles because in orbit and traveling seventeen thousand miles per hour, crew
members experience sixteen sunrises and sunsets each day. Because of this rapid
orbit rate, everyone must cover windows or wear masks to sleep.

After rising, the next order of business is using the bathroom and washing up. If
all suction devices for the toilet and washbasin are working properly, astronauts fin-
ish in fifteen minutes and move to the breakfast area for the simplest and shortest
of the day’s three meals. If the suction plumbing is not working, someone may
spend the remainder of the day fixing it, a common problem. At 8 A.M. sharp, the
daily planning conference begins that involves a conference call with ground con-
trol centers in Houston and Moscow to review the plan for the day and answer any
questions. Following that, everyone gets started on the day’s work.

The work assignments vary week to week for each astronaut, but each will spend
about twelve hours a day performing some experiment or part of an experiment.
On the ISS, the most common work investigates how metal alloys crystallize as they
cool in the weightless environment. Another major task involves work on plasma
crystals, which are microscopic plastic spheres with electrical charges that repel each
other and in the process form a regular lattice structure not found on Earth.

After work, or interspersed with experiments, each astronaut has certain house-
keeping responsibilities scheduled. These are things like cleaning filters, performing
periodic inspections of the emergency equipment, testing the water supply, and
vacuuming out the air ducts.

Twice during the day—once in the morning and once in the late afternoon—
each member completes a one-hour exercise program. After sweating on the tread-
mill or bike, they wash using towelettes impregnated with no-rinse soap or sham-
poo. At about 7 P.M. the second conference with Houston and Moscow is held to
review the results of the day, after which dinner is eaten, the favorite activity of the
day. Following dinner, each astronaut has a couple of hours of free time to send
and read e-mails from home, take photographs out the window, listen to music,
and write entries in personal journals. Finally, around 10 or 11 P.M., it is time for bed.

A Typical Day on the ISS



mouth cannot simply be spit out to drain away; any
that escapes during brushing floats around in midair.
To deal with this, astronauts use a freshwater hose
followed by a vacuum hose to suction off the used
water.

Although brushing teeth is a relatively simple task,
other hygiene tasks prove time consuming and com-
plicated under weightless conditions. Commonplace
activities on Earth, such as shaving and hair cutting,
for example, are slow, tedious processes because they
must be done inside a plastic tent equipped with a
vacuum device to suction away loose hair and
whiskers. Escaped bits of hair are more than just un-
sightly. Any hair or whiskers floating about can
lodge in sensitive electronic equipment, causing it to
malfunction. Given the problems such activities pre-
sent, most astronauts choose to avoid shaving and
haircuts for as long as possible.

Some aspects of personal care, such as keeping
clean, are not optional. In Skylab, astronauts actu-
ally showered using an enclosed shower stall. The
stall was a cylinder with a collapsible fireproof can-
vas shower curtain for sides and a metal ring to se-
cure it to the floor. When not in use, the whole as-
sembly was collapsed and stored on the floor. To use
the shower, astronauts would step inside the ring on
the floor, raise the canvas curtain on a hoop, and at-
tach it to the ceiling. Each astronaut was provided a
ration of three gallons of water dispersed from a flex-
ible hose with a push-button shower nozzle. The
used water was contained within the stall and was
vacuumed from the shower enclosure into a bag and
then deposited in the waste tank. On the ISS, how-
ever, astronauts prefer quick sponge baths using
washcloths or moistened towelettes.

Although the complexity of bathing sometimes
acts as a deterrent to personal grooming, using the
toilet is an even more complicated task—and one
that cannot be avoided. The toilet on all space sta-
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tions is a small facility against a wall with only a par-
tial door for privacy. The astronaut uses straps to
keep from floating off the toilet seat; all urine and
excrement are sucked into five-gallon plastic con-
tainers. A fan creates suction, doing the work that
gravity does on the ground. The waste is returned to
Earth, where it is analyzed as part of ongoing re-
search into how the body functions in weightless-
ness.

Space Radiation
Not all hazards and inconveniences of space travel
are as mundane and mechanical as using the bath-
room and brushing one’s teeth. In orbit, astronauts
are exposed to radiation to a much greater extent
than on Earth, where the atmosphere provides a
shield for all living things. Of particular concern is
the radiation emitted by the Sun, especially during
periods when massive flares erupt from the Sun’s
surface. The radiation released during these massive

A Skylab astronaut
smiles after a hot
shower in the
collapsible, sealed
stall. Only three
gallons of water per
shower were allowed
on the station.
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To explore and work in space, astronauts must take their environ-
ment with them because there is no atmospheric pressure and no
oxygen to sustain life outside of their craft. Inside the spacecraft,
the atmosphere can be controlled so that special clothing is not
needed, but when outside, humans need the protection of a space
suit.

The $12-million space suits used for space walks on Skylab and
the International Space Station are a modular design so complex
that users require an assistant to help put them on. The lower
module, called the Lower Torso Assembly (LTA), roughly the
equivalent of pants and boots, consists of a waist module,
trousers module, and boots. The pieces are made of fabric but are
joined together using metal bearing rings. The term fabric is really
an understatement for the material, however. It contains a layer of
urethane-coated nylon, followed by Dacron, neoprene-coated ny-
lon, five layers of aluminized Mylar, and an outside layer of Teflon,
Kevlar, and Nomex. Collectively, these many layers control inter-
nal temperature and protect the body against micrometeorite
strikes that otherwise would easily penetrate the suit, causing a
loss of pressure and oxygen, and pass through the astronaut’s
body, possibly causing death.

The counterpart to the LTA is the Hard Upper Torso (HUT),
which is made of fiberglass and connects the arm module,
glove module, and helmet module. The Primary Life Support
System (PLSS) attaches to the back of the HUT. It resembles a
backpack and provides the astronaut with oxygen and battery
packs. The PLSS also controls the air pressure in the suit as well
as the temperature of the oxygen and water that run through
the garment to keep the astronaut cool. The HUT removes hu-
midity, odors, and carbon dioxide from the air inside the suit
and also carries the communication equipment and a multitude
of sensors. A secondary oxygen pack attaches to the bottom of
the PLSS for emergency oxygen and other life support func-
tions. On the front of the HUT, astronauts carry a Display and
Control Module, which keeps them informed about the status
of the PLSS.

Apollo space helmets are formed from high-strength polycar-
bonate and Kevlar and are attached to the space suit by a pressure-
sealing neck ring. Unlike earlier helmets, which were closely fitted
and moved with the crew member’s head, the Skylab helmet is
fixed and the head is free to move within it. While walking in space,
astronauts wear an outer visor assembly over the polycarbonate
helmet to shield against eye-damaging ultraviolet radiation and to
maintain head and face thermal comfort.

Space Suits



explosions passes through delicate human tissue and
can damage cells.

The primary risk to astronauts comes in the form
of an increased likelihood of cancer. Dr. Francis
Cucinotta, director of Space Radiation Health at
NASA’s Johnson Space Center in Houston, says,
“Younger women are particularly vulnerable to cell
and tissue damage from space radiation. The greatest
threat is an increased chance of developing breast,
ovarian or uterine cancer.”16 Dr. Cucinotta adds that
men’s bodies overall are less sensitive to radiation,
but even so, a forty-five-year-old male astronaut will
only be allowed by NASA to spend a total of about
250 days in space. A clear understanding of the threat
has not yet been achieved, however. According to
physicians writing for the European Space Agency,
“The long-term effects of space radiation on the hu-
man body . . . are still totally unknown.”17 This view
is echoed by Dr. Paul Todd, chairman of the
American Society for Gravitational and Space
Biology, who adds, “This is not an easily solved sci-
entific problem.”18

Space Walks
Concerns over potential overexposure to radiation
become even more acute when astronauts leave the
shielded environment of their space stations and
venture outside. For a variety of reasons, space
walks, referred to by aerospace personnel as extrave-
hicular activities (EVAs), are necessary. Such activi-
ties as attaching new modules, repairing equipment,
and replacing worn-out parts all require some EVAs.
ISS planners anticipate that the assembly of all mod-
ules will require about fourteen hundred hours of
EVAs and about the same number over the lifetime
of the ISS for a variety of repairs and adjustments.

Prior to departing the craft, astronauts don their
pressurized space suits, which can sustain them for
up to six hours at a time. Aboard the ISS, space suits
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have gloves with fingertip warmers for better dexter-
ity, radios with multiple channels for communica-
tions, helmet-mounted floodlights and spotlights,
internal controls for heat and cooling, and new mul-
tilayer fabrics to protect against extreme tempera-
tures, ultraviolet radiation, and even micromete-
orites. During an EVA, the weightless environment is
a distinct advantage since each fully equipped space
suit weighs 220 pounds on Earth.

Prior to departure, astronauts suit up in an airlock,
which is a compartment that is sealed off from the
space station. Then, all air is pumped out, which ac-
complishes two important objectives. First, it allows
the astronauts to adjust to gas mixture differences in
their space suits. Second, they gradually adjust to the
change from the atmospheric pressure maintained
in the space station to the dramatically lower pres-
sure of space. After about forty minutes, the hatch is
opened to the outside, the astronauts clip on a nylon
cord that acts as a tether, and they begin their EVA.
Against the possibility that the tether could become
accidentally detached, NASA engineers developed a
jet-powered backpack that allows free-floating crew
members to fly back to the station.

EVAs are not undertaken without good reason, nor
are they done without careful preparation. According
to ISS astronaut Don Pettit, “Nothing happens fast. It
takes several days to prepare for a space walk. Small
details are important. We clean our visors and spread
a thin layer of anti-fog on the inside surface. If there
is too much anti-fog it can make your eyes sting and
water; too little and it will fog up. It has to be just
right if you want to see anything.”19

Once in space, astronauts must move slowly us-
ing hand and toe holds welded to the exterior.
Movement is slow because the bulky space suit con-
tains hundreds of wires and cords that could snag or
tangle. A space walk is no time to take chances, and
when things go wrong, EVAs are sometimes aborted.
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Astronaut Jerry M. Linenger explains that each arm
and leg movement during an EVA requires a great
deal of thought and planning. There are plenty of
hazards, and a single mistake could be catastrophic:

A tear big enough to expose you to the full vac-
uum of space would be one of the most painful
deaths imaginable. All the air would be sucked
from your lungs. Blood would feel as if it was
boiling in your veins, and your internal organs
would go into seizure. A space walker must keep
tethered to his spacecraft. There are no second
chances.20

The thirty-year history of space stations has clearly
established the viability of humans living and work-
ing in orbit. Dozens of astronauts living successfully
in space for a total of thousands of days have laid a
foundation for continued research on life in space.
What at one time was a topic of conjecture has been
conclusively and decisively answered by experimen-
tation. During the 1970s physicians specializing in
space medicine also set out to establish whether the
human body could successfully function in a weight-
less environment. With that objective and others in
mind, hundreds of medical experiments have re-
vealed some interesting results.
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Space Medicine

Chapter 4

Prior to the first flights of Salyut and Skylab, the
effects of long-term exposure to a weightless en-

vironment were a matter of speculation. Aerospace
engineers and space medicine teams from both the
Soviet Union and the United States understood that
unless humans could adequately adapt to weight-
lessness, hopes for more sophisticated space stations
and long-duration spaceflights would never be real-
ized. To this end, many of the experiments con-
ducted aboard space stations involved determining,
testing, measuring, and assessing changes in the
conditions of the astronauts and cosmonauts them-
selves. In a very real sense, the researchers were the
subjects of their own experiments. As one might ex-
pect, the early flights of Salyut and Skylab estab-
lished the first thresholds for tolerance of weightless-
ness; Mir and the ISS have since tested those limits.

Blood and Fluid Distribution
The principal concern among space physicians regard-
ing the functioning of the heart in weightlessness is
the issue of blood and fluid distribution in the body.
Physicians explain that under normal conditions,
blood and other body fluids tend to pool in the legs.
To counter this effect of gravity, veins in human legs
have evolved valves that open and close to assist blood
circulation back up to the heart. In orbit, however,
blood pressure equalizes and fluids tend to reverse
what they do on Earth and pool toward the head.
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Space physicians are always aware of the importance of a calm en-
vironment on long space station deployments. They try to accom-
modate the psychological needs of the crew, especially during their
personal time between dinner and bedtime. For those two to three
hours, crew members are free to do whatever they wish. One of the
favorite activities on the ISS, in addition to e-mailing family and
friends, is playing musical instruments.

Astronaut Carl Walz once lived on the ISS for 196 days. Before he
went up in 2001, Walz recalls in an interview with Karen Miller in
her online article “Space Station Music,” people asked him what
kind of things he would be interested in taking along. Walz said,
“Well, a keyboard would be nice. And they said, we’ll look into
that.” He got his request.

A surprising number of astronauts play instruments. There was
once even an astronaut rock-and-roll band. And a surprising variety
of musical instruments have found their way into space; in addition
to the keyboard, there has been a flute, a guitar, a saxophone, and
even an Australian aboriginal wind instrument known as a didgeri-
doo. Astronaut Ellen Ochoa, a classical musician, brought her flute.

In Miller’s article, Ochoa recalls, “When I played the flute in
space, I had my feet in foot loops.” In a weightless environment,
even the small force of the air blowing out of the flute would be
enough to move Ochoa around the shuttle cabin. In fact, even with
her feet hooked into the loops, she could feel that force pushing
her back and forth as she played. Still, she adds, “Music makes it
seem less like a space ship, and more like a home.”

Music in Space

Playing and listening to music is a favorite pastime for off-duty
ISS astronauts.



This shift of blood and other fluids toward the
head precipitates many problems. The brain inter-
prets its increased blood supply as an increase in to-
tal fluid volume rather than simply a redistribution.
In response to this misperception, the brain signals
the kidneys and other organs to decrease the volume
of blood and other fluids by pulling water out
through increased urination. The decrease in fluid
volumes is not in itself a problem, but the process in
turn triggers losses of minerals such as calcium,
which leads to loss of critical bone minerals.

Additional tests performed aboard both Skylab
and the ISS indicate that an astronaut’s blood vol-
ume decreases by 10 percent. Although it appears
that fluid volume may stabilize at some reduced
level, crew members must consume more water, a re-
source in short supply, to prevent dehydration.

One solution for maintaining normal blood and
fluid distribution while in weightlessness is to wear
pressure suits such as those worn during launch and
reentry. American and Russian crews on the ISS have
experimented with the regular periodic wearing of
lower-body pressure suits in order to push fluids into
the lower extremities. Although this has had some
limited success in stabilizing blood volume, astro-
nauts complain about the discomfort of the suits,
which they say inhibits their work.

Cardiovascular Changes
In addition to the effects of weightlessness on fluid
distribution, space physicians noticed changes to the
cardiovascular system among the crews of all space
stations. Initially detected during Skylab and Salyut
missions, these changes included a lowering of the di-
astolic blood pressure—that is, the pressure during the
heart’s relaxation phase—and a tendency for fainting
among space crews. On Salyut and Skylab, the vol-
ume of blood actually pumped by the heart was gen-
erally elevated during flight. Given the documented
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10 percent drop in actual blood volume, this meant
the heart was working harder than it did on Earth.
This occurred in spite of a progressive decrease in
cardiac size.

Other more precise measurements on the ISS using
echocardiography confirmed these earlier findings and
provided additional information. Echocardiography,
in which ultrasound is used to make images of the
heart chambers, valves, and surrounding structures,
yielded remarkable results. Researchers discovered
that the volume of the right ventricle, the chamber
that pumps blood to the lungs, decreased by 35 per-
cent during the first day of flight. Meanwhile, the
left ventricle, the chamber that pumps blood to the
rest of the body, increased in size by 20 percent dur-
ing the first day, then decreased to 85 percent of its
preflight volume during the second day. The volume
of pumped blood varies dramatically, and the heart
rate increases by 20 percent. As a result, space physi-
cians realize that cardiac output increases substan-
tially during the first day, then decreases to preflight
level.

In addition to the use of echocardiography to
evaluate the cardiovascular system, in-flight sam-
pling of blood and urine affords researchers the abil-
ity to study the chemical and gas composition of the
blood as well as the functioning of the kidneys,
which filter waste from the blood. These tests reveal
a decrease in the red blood cell count in returning
astronauts, what is known as spaceflight induced
anemia. Research also indicates changes in cellular
morphology—that is, the shape of the cells. The nor-
mal shape of red blood cells is that of a disk slightly
concave on both sides. This shape provides more sur-
face area for the cell to absorb oxygen. When this
shape changes to become slightly twisted or flattened,
it causes a dramatic reduction in red blood cell ab-
sorption of oxygen as well as nutrients. Research also
indicates that upon return to Earth, blood and fluid
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levels return to normal, but cardiac output falls to
subnormal levels. It takes several weeks for fluid vol-
ume, blood quality, cardiac size, and cardiac output to
return to normal.

The Skeletal System
Just as prolonged weightlessness affects the cardiovas-
cular system, so too does it affect the skeletal system.
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Normally bone mass is deposited where it is needed
and is reduced where it is not. Because the mechani-
cal and pressure demands on bone are greatly re-
duced in a weightless environment, bone soon be-
gins to dissolve and the resulting calcium, nitrogen,
and phosphorus is absorbed and finally removed
from the body by the kidneys.

Skylab astronauts lost an average of 8 percent of
their bone mass in three months. Soviet cosmonauts,
who usually remained in orbit for six months, aver-
aged 15 percent loss, although one cosmonaut lost
20 percent while another lost only 8 percent. Such
bone atrophy does not, however, affect the entire
skeleton. Evidence on Skylab and the ISS suggests
that non-weight-bearing bones such as the skull and
fingers are not affected. In the legs and spine, how-
ever, which do bear weight on Earth, bone mass de-
clines, as calcium is lost from both the cortical (outer)
and trabecular (inner) bone tissue. Diminished bone
mass becomes a problem when the astronaut returns
to Earth. Also, since the blood carries excess calcium
to the kidneys for elimination, the risk of kidney
stones, which are made up of calcium, increases.

Space physicians attempt to control bone loss by
requiring daily exercise. Aboard a space station, run-
ning on a treadmill offers the best workout possible
for maintaining bone strength. The downside for as-
tronauts is that an elasticized harness must be used to
simulate gravity by pulling the user against the run-
ning surface. Astronauts find that such an arrange-
ment is so uncomfortable that they are forced to take
breaks every five or ten minutes.

Whether lost bone is regained once astronauts re-
turn to Earth’s gravity is not entirely certain. Medical
experts fear that the body’s calcium balance might be
restored before the bones have replaced all the lost
minerals, resulting in permanent damage. Although
cortical bone may regenerate, space physicians fear
that loss of trabecular bone may be irreversible.
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According to Dr. Jay Shapiro, team leader for bone
studies at the National Space Biomedical Research
Institute, “The magnitude of this effect has led NASA
to consider bone loss an inherent risk of extended
space flights.”21

The experience of space travelers so far suggests
that this risk is real. For example, when the Soviet
cosmonaut Yuri Romanenko returned to Earth from
Mir after completing his 326-day mission in 1987 (a
record at that time), his bones were so brittle and
weak that he had to be carried to a hospital. There,
he was gradually allowed to increase weight on his
skeletal structure over a period of several weeks be-
cause of fears that he might otherwise break many of
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the bones in his lower extremities if he were allowed
to walk too soon.

Muscles
In a weightless environment, muscles, like bones,
atrophy from lack of use. Within the orbiting
space stations, astronauts are able to move around
by softly pushing against walls with a finger or toe
and are able to move large loads without breaking
a sweat. In 1982 Soviet cosmonauts returned from
a 211-day mission on Salyut in obviously debili-
tated conditions. According to W. David Compton
and Charles D. Benson in their book Living and
Working in Space: A History of Skylab, “Although
they had exercised daily, their muscles were so
flabby that they were barely able to walk for a
week, and for several weeks afterwards required in-
tensive rehabilitation.”22

Human muscle is of three types: smooth, cardiac,
and skeletal. It is the effects of weightlessness on
skeletal muscles, those that make movement of the
whole body possible, that most concern space medi-
cine specialists.

The bulk of skeletal muscles affected by gravity are
located in the lower body. These are constantly un-
der stress in order to keep the body upright. Other
muscles also work against gravity—for example,
those in the upper arms, shoulders, and back that
are used for lifting and moving objects. These mus-
cles, while used constantly on Earth, are hardly used
in orbit, where even heavy objects float. When these
muscles are not used, they atrophy. Muscle atrophy
of 5 to 10 percent can occur by just eight days into a
flight. Although muscle atrophy does eventually ta-
per off over time, by the time astronauts have fully
adapted to weightlessness, a large portion of muscle
mass has been lost.

Experience has shown that all those returning to
Earth following extended stays in space have difficulty
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standing or maintaining their posture. Astronauts also
have coordination and walking problems until they
are able to retrain their muscles to work against
gravity. American astronaut John Blaha, who served
on Mir, told fellow astronaut and author Jerry M.
Linenger that when he returned from space, he had
to be carried off the shuttle on a stretcher. Blaha went
on to say that his muscles were so weak that “there
was no way I could move. I felt like I weighed a thou-
sand pounds. I could not even lift my arm, let alone
stand up and walk. No way.”23

The Psychological Effects of Space Life
Russian and American space physicians are just as
concerned with the psychological effects of long-
term stays on space stations as they are about the
physical effects. Although the psychology of work-
ing in weightlessness is not a major concern, the
psychological effects on space station crews of re-
maining in confined quarters for hundreds of days,
far from friends and families, is a serious concern to
NASA and other government agencies that deal with
the ISS.

Stress has been a by-product of the isolation and
close quarters common to all space stations. When
psychological problems are discussed, the “twenty-
four-hour mutiny” that occurred aboard Skylab is
frequently brought up. For one twenty-four-hour pe-
riod, astronaut Gerald Carr, Ed Gibson, and Bill
Pogue refused to do any work, choosing instead to
relax, look out the window, and rest. This unex-
pected rebellion by men acustomed to following or-
ders is seen as evidence that long-duration space-
flights place great stress on astronauts, causing them
to act in ways unimaginable on Earth.

Although all space station astronauts have experi-
enced intense stress, some of the most noticeable
forms of unsettling behavior have been seen on Mir.
In 1996, for example, American astronaut John Blaha,
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In the days of sailing ships, healthy young sailors would occasionally throw them-
selves from the boat and drown, overcome by a fascination with the deep, seem-
ingly endless sea. This often-reported syndrome, labeled “the call of the abyss,”
seems to have a modern-day equivalent in spaceflight. Just as psychologists describe
some people who are compelled to stand on the edge of precipices or tall bridges
staring into the abyss and then jumping, more than one astronaut has expressed the
same fascination by the free-falling view of space afforded by space walks.

Space walkers have expressed a strange sensation when floating in space with
Earth below and the entire universe above them. Right from the start, some space
walkers expressed a reluctance to return to the safety of their space station.
America’s first space walker, Ed White, had to be ordered back into his space station
by the director of Mission Control. According to Dr. Tamarack R. Czarnik, who
wrote an online article titled “Medical Emergencies in Space,” White reportedly
sighed and said to Mission Control, “It’s the saddest moment of my life.”

In 1977 this compulsion to stare with fascination into the void almost turned
deadly for rookie cosmonaut Yuri Romanenko. During his stay aboard Salyut 6 with
Georgi Grechko, a space walk was scheduled; Grechko would space walk while his
partner, Romanenko would remain inside the airlock, monitoring medical readings.
But Romanenko’s curiosity got the better of him; he reportedly stuck his head out
of the hatch and then began drifting farther and farther out. When he started drift-
ing by, Grechko realized his friend’s safety line was not attached, and Romanenko
was drifting off into space. By leaning over as Romanenko drifted by, Grechko was
able to grab hold of his loose safety line and pull him back in.

NASA is aware of this strange and interesting phenomenon. One of the reasons
for the tether cord is to prevent space walkers from drifting off into space, where
they would die within a few hours and then remain in orbit for years before falling
back to Earth. Nonetheless, NASA officials remain vigilant about the possibility of
an astronaut, mesmerized by the abyss of space, disconnecting his or her tether
and drifting away.

The Call of the Abyss

Floating in the abyss of space is both exhilarating and exceedingly dangerous
for astronauts.



who had been on board Mir for four months, began
experiencing fits of anger, insomnia, and withdrawal
from other crew members. According to fellow
American astronaut Jerry M. Linenger, “He was hurt-
ing, he was, in essence, depressed.”24

Stress resulting when a fire broke out aboard Mir
led Linenger himself to become increasingly with-
drawn and isolated; eventually he even refused to
participate in voice communications with ground
control. Space historian Bryan Burrough observes in
his book Dragonfly: An Epic Adventure of Survival in
Outer Space, “Linenger’s voice is high-pitched and
shrill; he sounds as if he is on the verge of some kind
of breakdown.”25

Many psychological problems on the ISS and Mir
stemmed from cultural and political differences be-
tween the Russian and American crews. Part of the
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problem was the inability of the two crews to com-
municate effectively because no one was completely
fluent in both Russian and English. This is of partic-
ular import for the ISS, where crew members of dif-
ferent nationalities must live together, perform ex-
periments of various types together, and operate the
spacecraft together in a confined place for three to
six months. Political conflicts between Russian and
American politicians over matters on Earth still occa-
sionally spill over on the ISS, causing shouting matches
among members of the crew.

Space station experiments since the 1970s have
yielded solid results for understanding the psycho-
logical and physical stresses placed on astronauts.
Some of what has been learned has also been applied
to medicine on Earth for the benefit of the public.
Although NASA managers and researchers are ex-
cited about their record to date, they are equally ex-
cited about a whole set of experiments in other disci-
plines as well.
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Research and
Experiments

Chapter 5

On each mission, when not subjecting them-
selves to medical and psychological testing,

space station crews perform hundreds of scientific
experiments. All experiments are selected by a panel
of NASA scientists from thousands of suggestions.
Each is then carefully planned and all needed hard-
ware is assembled. Prior to liftoff, each crew re-
hearses the steps required for each experiment to
minimize failures. Much is at stake: Multimillion-
dollar projects can be rendered useless if an experi-
ment is botched.

Scientists representing nearly all major branches
of knowledge have jockeyed to gain permission to
conduct experiments on Salyut, Skylab, Mir, and the
ISS. Everyone has recognized that their unique envi-
ronments, far beyond Earth’s atmosphere and float-
ing in weightlessness, hold extraordinary potential
for new discoveries in many fields. Those fields
given the highest priority have been astronomy,
earth environmental study, material development,
botany, combustion and fluid physics, and military
reconnaissance.

The point of research in space, in the view of
most scientists, is principally to improve human
life on Earth. From this research they believe will
come knowledge and discoveries that will change



and improve everyone’s lives on Earth, from the
foods that people eat, the cars they drive, the com-
puters they use, and even medical procedures used
by physicians.

A Giant Leap for Astronomy
First with Salyut and Skylab, then with Mir, and today
with the ISS, one of the key focuses of scientific explo-
ration has been furthering human understanding of
the cosmos. All space stations have carried instrumen-
tation of various types on their missions miles above
Earth to provide astronomers with clearer images of
planets, stars, and galaxies than even the largest tele-
scopes on Earth can offer.

The principal reason astronomers are interested in
mounting their instruments on space stations is that
they operate far above Earth’s atmosphere, which
obscures astronomers’ views due to dust particles,
changing temperatures, and moisture in the form of
clouds, rain, and fog. In addition, light from large
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quality of life on
Earth. 



cities interferes by scattering throughout the dust
and moisture droplets often found in the lower at-
mosphere. On space stations, however, far above
Earth’s murky atmosphere, many distant objects can
be clearly seen and photographed.

One of the earliest attempts at placing a telescope
on a space station occurred on Salyut for the purpose
of investigating the Sun. Skylab followed with the
Apollo telescope mount (ATM), a canister attached to
the space station and containing a conventional tele-
scope with lenses that could zoom in on a solar event
such as sunspots. It also carried ultraviolet cameras
that, thanks to sophisticated mounts, could be aimed
steadily and precisely at any point on the Sun regard-
less of disturbances, such as those caused by crew
movement. The instruments provided astronomers
with thousands of remarkably detailed photographs
of the Sun’s surface and of solar flares.

With the launch of Mir, which carried state-of-the-
art instrumentation, photographs deeper into space
became possible. Soviet cosmonauts conducted a
photographic survey of galaxies and star groups us-
ing the Glazar telescope. Because the telescope was
pointed hundreds of millions of miles into deep
space, far beyond the solar system, the amount of
light being captured was so small that exposure times
up to eight minutes were required to capture enough
light for a single photograph. Under such circum-
stances, even the slightest vibrations from astronaut
movements could shake the space station and ruin
the photograph. As a result, all astronauts were re-
quired to sit, strapped into chairs, during these long
exposures.

Of greatest excitement to astronomers today is a
new generation of telescope, already built, tested,
and secured on the ISS. This telescope, called the
Submillimetron, is unique in three significant ways.
First, as its name suggests, it detects and photographs
very short wavelengths of light, much shorter than
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sunlight. These short microlight waves were emitted
billions of years ago, when the universe was first
formed. Astronomers believe that these images, then,
are of cosmic bodies formed close to the beginning of
the universe. Second, such a unique and precise in-
strument is designed to operate at supercold tempera-
tures using liquid helium to chill sky-scanning equip-
ment, thereby increasing the sensitivity of the
Submillimetron’s telescopic gear by slowing the mo-
tion of the molecules. A third unique feature allows
for normal crew activity at all times, despite the ex-
treme sensitivity of the equipment and extreme dis-
tances it photographs. The Submillimetron undocks
from the ISS before it is used and then redocks for
necessary maintenance. Astrophysicists interested
in both the origin and ultimate fate of the universe
are particularly interested in the Submillimetron’s
capabilities.

Investigating Environmental Hot Spots
Environmentalists and biologists recognize the value
of space stations as a unique means to gain the broad-
est possible view of Earth as well as detailed views of
particular environmental hot spots. When Earth is
viewed from space through a variety of infrared and
high-resolution cameras, natural resources can be
identified, crops can be surveyed, and changes in the
atmosphere and climate can be measured. Events on
the surface, such as floods, oil spills, landslides, earth-
quakes, droughts, storms, forest fires, volcanic erup-
tions, and avalanches can be accurately located, mea-
sured, and monitored.

One of the earliest and most successful environ-
mental projects carried out aboard a space station
was the use of a scatterometer on Skylab. A scat-
terometer is a remote-sensing instrument capable of
measuring wind speed and direction on Earth under
all weather conditions. When it was activated on
Skylab, the scatterometer captured wind speed and
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direction data once a second and transmitted the
data back to Earth. Engineers analyzed the data and
used it to forecast weather, warn ships at sea of ap-
proaching heavy storms, assisted in oil spill cleanup
efforts by accurately predicting the direction and
speed the oil slick was taking, and notified manufac-
turers of hazardous chemicals of the safest times to
ship their products.

Mir also proved its value to environmental science.
One of Mir’s modules, called “Priroda,” a Russian word
meaning “nature,” was launched in April 1996. Priroda
carried equipment to study the atmosphere and
oceans, with an emphasis on pollution and other
forms of human impact on Earth. It also was capable
of conducting surveys to locate mineral resources
and underground water reserves as well as studies of
the effects of erosion on crops and forests.

To accomplish these ambitious objectives, environ-
mental engineers loaded Priroda with active, passive,
and infrared sensors for detecting and measuring nat-
ural resources. It carried several types of spectrome-
ters used for measuring ozone and fluorocarbon (the
chemical found in many aerosols) concentrations in
the atmosphere. At the same time, equipment moni-
tored the spread of industrial pollutants, mapped
variations in water temperatures across oceans, and
measured the height of ocean waves, vertical struc-
ture of clouds, and wind direction and speed.

When the ISS went into space in 1998, environ-
mental studies were high on the list of projects for
the astronauts to work on. From the ISS orbit, 85 per-
cent of Earth’s surface can be observed. Continuously
monitoring and investigating Earth from space with
an impressive array of high-tech instrumentation,
the ISS has facilitated in the identification of many
environmental problems. In 2001 the commander of
the ISS, Frank Culbertson, shared with the British
Broadcasting Corporation the many observations he
and other astronauts had made after studying Earth’s
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Designers of the ISS wished to add a special portal on one of the mod-
ules through which astronauts could gaze at and photograph Earth
and neighboring planets. Gazing out into space was not new, but pre-
vious windows were made of glass that easily scratched, clouded, and
discolored. In an effort to correct these defects, optical engineers cre-
ated the Nadir window, named after the astronomical term describing
the lowest point in the heavens directly below an observer.

Mounted in the U.S. laboratory module element of the space sta-
tion, the twenty-inch diameter Nadir window provides a view of
more than 75 percent of Earth’s surface, containing 95 percent of the
world’s population. Designed by Dr. Karen Scott of the Aerospace
Corporation, the high-tech five-inch-thick window is actually a com-
posite of four laminated panes consisting of a thin exterior “debris”
pane that protects it from micrometeorites, primary and secondary
internal pressure panes, and an interior “scratch” pane to absorb ac-
cidental interior impacts. Each has different optical characteristics.

Scott headed a team of thirty optical engineers that used a five-
hundred-thousand-dollar optical instrument to make fine calibra-
tion measurements on the window to ensure precise clarity free of
distortion before installing it in the lab module. Tests conducted on
the multiple layers of the window ensured that they would not dis-
tort under the varying pressure and temperatures common on the
space station. After five days of extreme testing, the unique window
was determined to have the characteristics that would allow it to
support a wide variety of research applications, including such
things as coral reef monitoring, the development of new remote-
sensing instruments, and monitoring of Earth’s upper atmosphere.

The ISS Window

The ISS features a scratchproof portal through which the
astronauts can gaze at Earth and other planets.



environment for four months. High above Earth,
Culbertson made some startling observations:

We see storms, we see droughts, we saw a dust
storm a couple of days ago, in Turkey I think it
was, and we have seen hurricanes. It is a cause for
concern. Since my first flight in 1990 and this
flight, I have seen changes in what comes out of
some of the rivers, in land usage. We see areas of
the world that are being burned to clear land, so
we are losing lots of trees. There is smoke and
dust in wider spread areas than we have seen be-
fore, particularly as areas like Africa dry up in cer-
tain regions.26

Cutting-Edge Cell Research
Since 2000, NASA has been conducting cellular re-
search on board the ISS to take advantage of the
weightless environment to study cell growth and the
intricate and mysterious subcellular functions within
cells. Traditionally, biologists study cells by slicing
living tissue into sections of single-cell thickness. The
drawback to this process, for as long as it has been
practiced, is that the prepared specimens begin to die
within a few hours as the cells begin to lose their abil-
ity to function normally. At best, researchers on Earth
have only one day to scrutinize under microscopes
the workings of minute structures within cells. The
problem that occurs when single cells are removed
from a living organ for examination is that micro-
scopic structures crucial to the life of the cell collapse,
causing the cell to cease functioning.

This research has primarily focused on the func-
tioning of cells in the human liver, the organ that reg-
ulates most chemical levels in the blood and breaks
down the nutrients into forms that are easier for the
rest of the body to use. In a weightless environment
slices of liver one-cell thick remain healthy and ac-
tive for up to seven days, a significant advantage for
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researchers in space over those working on Earth.
According to Dr. Fisk Johnson, a specialist in liver
disease under contract with NASA, “Space is the
gold-standard environment for this cutting-edge cell
research. Only in space, a true microgravity environ-
ment, will we be able to isolate and study each of the
individual factors impacting cell function.”27

Once this advantage was discovered, the question
then arose of how medical researchers on Earth could
gain the same advantage. That question was answered
by medical laboratories working with NASA that de-
veloped a device called a rotating bioreactor, which is
capable of simulating a weightless environment on
Earth. The rotating bioreactor works by gently spin-
ning a fluid medium filled with cells. The spinning
motion neutralizes most of gravity’s effects, creating a
near-weightless environment that allows single cells to
function normally rather than collapse as they would
otherwise do.

Utilizing the rotating bioreactor on Earth in the
year 2002 scientists successfully accomplished long-
term culturing of liver cells, which allows the cells to
maintain normal functions for six days. One of the
advantages of studying healthy cells for a long time
is the ability to identify and match cellular charac-
teristics to drugs that might cure particular diseases.
According to Dr. Paul Silber, a liver specialist, “Our
recent discoveries could lead to better, earlier drug-
candidate screening, which would speed up drug de-
velopment by pharmaceutical companies, and im-
portantly, to a longer life for the 25,000 people every
year waiting for a life-saving liver transplant.”28

Creating Materials in a Weightless
Environment
The weightless environment on space stations was of
as much interest to materials scientists as to any oth-
ers. Scientists are interested in a variety of physical
properties of materials, such as melting points, mold-
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ing characteristics, and the combining or separating
of raw materials into useful products. Before the first
space stations, materials scientists performed simple
experiments of very short duration aboard plummet-
ing airplanes and from tall drop towers. Through these
studies, scientists discovered that gravity plays a role in
introducing defects in crystals, in the combination of
materials, and in other processing activities requiring
the application of heat. Until the advent of space sta-
tions, however, they were incapable of sustaining a
weightless environment long enough to thoroughly
study these phenomena.

The advent of space stations allowed the study of
new alloys, protein crystals for drag research, and
silicon crystals for use in electronics and semicon-
ductors. Materials scientists theorized that improve-
ments in processing in weightlessness could lead to
the development of valuable drugs; high-strength,
temperature-resistant ceramics and alloys; and faster
computer chips.
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One of the Mir components, the Kristall module, was
partially dedicated to experiments in materials process-
ing. One objective was to use a sophisticated electrical
furnace in a weightless environment for producing per-
fect crystals of gallium arsenide and zinc oxide to create
absolutely pure computer chips capable of faster speeds
and fewer errors. Although they failed to create ab-
solutely pure chips, they were purer than those they
could create within Earth’s gravitational field.

More recently, fiber-optic cables are also being im-
proved in weightlessness. Fiber-optic cables, vital for
high-speed data transmission, microsurgery, certain
lasers, optical power transmission, and fiber-optic gy-
roscopes, are made of a complex blend of zirconium,
barium, lanthanum, aluminum, and sodium. When
this blend is performed in a weightless environment,
materials scientists are finding them to be more than
one hundred times more efficient than fibers created
on Earth.

In 2002 the ISS began the most complex studies of
impurities in materials and ways to eliminate them in a
microgravity environment. One of the more interest-
ing causes of impurities, for example, is bubbles. On
Earth, when metals are melted and blended, bubbles
form. According to materials scientist Dr. Richard
Grugel, “When bubbles are trapped in solid samples,
they show up as internal cracks that diminish a mater-
ial’s strength and usefulness.”29 In a weightless situation,
however, although bubbles still form, they move very
slightly, and this reduces internal cracks. Secondarily,
their slow movement allows researchers to study the ef-
fect of bubbles on alloys more easily and precisely.

According to Dr. Donald Gillies, NASA’s leader for
materials science, the studies of bubbles and other
mysteries of materials production hold promise for
new materials:

We can thank advances in materials science for
everything from cell phones to airplanes to com-
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puters to the next space ship in the making. To
improve materials needed in our high-tech econ-
omy and help industry create the hot new prod-
ucts of the future, NASA scientists are using low
gravity to examine and understand the role pro-
cessing plays in creating materials.30

New Discoveries
For centuries, physicists and chemists have been ex-
perimenting on a variety of elements and metals to
discover new compounds and to improve existing al-
loys. They have also been aware that their experimen-
tal results are often affected by the containers they use
and by the instruments that measure those results.
Such contamination often invalidates experiments.
Even worse, containers can sometimes dampen vibra-
tions in a material or cool the sample too rapidly,
throwing the validity of the experiment into doubt.
In some cases, a metal is reactive enough to destroy
its container, meaning that some materials simply
cannot be studied on Earth.

When the first space stations went into orbit,
physicists and chemists seized on the opportunity to
conduct experiments within a weightless environ-
ment. If materials could be suspended in space dur-
ing experiments, without the need for containers
and eliminating the variables that the containers
themselves imposed, far more accurate results would
be allowable. Initial results of such experiments an-
swered many questions that could not have been re-
solved on Earth. Of particular interest was the prop-
erty of metals in a liquid state that causes them to
resist solidifying, even at temperatures where they
would be expected to do so. This phenomenon is
called nucleation. According to Dr. Kenneth Kelton,
a physics professor at Washington University in St.
Louis, “Nucleation is the major way physical systems
change from one phase to another. The better we
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understand it, the better we can tailor the properties
of materials to meet specific needs.”31

Encouraged by the results of experiments carried
out in space, engineers developed an apparatus on
Earth that could duplicate a weightless environment
for further research. NASA, joined by several private
research companies, developed the electrostatic levi-
tator (ESL), which is capable of suspending liquid
metals without the sample touching the container
and without the technicians handling equipment in
ways that might alter results. Two practical applica-
tions using the ESL are the production of exceed-
ingly smooth surfaces for computer and optical in-
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strumentation and exceedingly pure metal for wires,
making them capable of transmitting large volumes
of data.

Greenhouses in Space
While materials scientists look to space station exper-
iments in hopes of improving industrial processes on
Earth, others are focused on investigating processes
that might someday happen on a large scale in space.
For example, botanists are studying the feasibility of
crop cultivation on space stations in the belief that
grains and vegetables may someday be needed in
quantities large enough to supply deep space expedi-
tions or even space colonies. To these ends, many ex-
periments have been performed testing different
gases, soils, nutrients, and seeds. One of them, called
seed-to-seed cycling in a weightless environment,
produced remarkably optimistic results. According to
biologist Mary E. Musgrave:

By giving space biologists a look at developmen-
tal events beyond the seedling stage, this experi-
ment was an important contribution not only
to gravitational biology, but also to the study of
space life support systems. Data from this exper-
iment on gas exchange, dry matter production
and seed production provided essential infor-
mation on providing a plant-based food supply
for humans on long-duration space flights.32

Many of the botanical experiments in orbit have
focused on the effects of weightlessness on plant
growth and seed germination. Botanists had known
for many years that seedlings on Earth display
geotropism—that is, they respond to gravity by send-
ing their roots down into the soil and stalks up above
the ground. In addition, gravity affects the diffusion
of gases given off by the plant, the drainage of water
through soil, and the movement of water, nutrients,
and other substances within the plant.
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Early experiments aboard Skylab were not encour-
aging for those who hoped to grow plants in space.
For example, researchers’ speculations were con-
firmed that without gravity, the roots and stalks of
plants could not correctly orient themselves. Some
seedlings sent their roots above the soil and their
stalks deep into the soil, with the result that they
withered and died. And even those that did properly
orient their roots and stalks often failed to produce
seeds, a critical failure unanticipated by researchers.

In the mid-1980s, botanists performed an experi-
ment to understand how seeds might survive weight-
lessness. Scientists sent 12.5 million tomato seeds into
space and kept them there aboard Mir for four years.
In 1990 the seeds were planted by botanists; many
were also given to schoolchildren so they could make
science projects of germinating them. Botanists dis-
covered that a slightly higher percentage of seeds
from space germinated than did seeds that had been
kept on Earth and that almost all produced normal
plants. These results were achieved even though the
seeds had been exposed to radiation while in space.

A second significant experiment on the ISS sought
to determine whether second-generation space plants
would be as healthy as second-generation plants on
Earth. Scientists analyzing the data concluded that
the quality of second-generation seeds produced in
orbit was lower than that of seeds produced on Earth,
resulting in a smaller second-generation plant size.
This diminished seed quality is believed to be caused
by the different ripening mechanics inside the seed
pod in weightlessness.

With so much evidence pointing to weightlessness
as a hostile environment for plant production,
botanists are a bit uncertain of the future of agricul-
ture in space. One potential solution being investi-
gated on the ISS is to grow plants without soil, a
process known as hydroponics. In this process, the
plants grow without soil, in a nutrient-rich solution.
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Whether hydroponics can solve the problem of
large-scale horticulture, though, is still uncertain.

Military Reconnaissance
In addition to their promise for scientists, space sta-
tions from the very beginning were seen as having
military value. During the Cold War, when the
United States and the Soviet Union jockeyed for po-
litical and military advantage on Earth, each country
also looked to space stations to give them battlefield
superiority. Although neither nation actually placed
offensive weapons on board their space stations,
both sought to exploit space stations’ potential for
reconnaissance.

All space stations have carried equipment capable
of photographing objects 250 miles below. Photo-
graphs are detailed enough, for example, to allow
analysts to determine the types and numbers of air-
craft on aircraft carriers and to track troop move-
ments on land.

Yet, military officials admit that so far, at least, space
outposts can do little more than support more
conventional military operations. At a meeting of the
American Institute of Aeronautics held in Albuquerque,
New Mexico, in August 2001, Colonel Steve Davis, an
officer at Kirtland Air Force Base, said, “We’re [the Air

A scientist studies
plant growth in space.
Research has shown
that weightlessness is
harmful to plant
growth, throwing the
viability of space
agriculture into doubt. 
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When NASA and the Russian Space Agency negotiated the initial agreement for the
construction, deployment, and utilization of the ISS, no one gave consideration to
using it as a tourist destination. From the inception of the project, all countries in-
volved considered the ISS to be an orbiting laboratory dedicated to the study of a
variety of scientific experiments and observations.

This somewhat parochial view was shaken in 2001 when the multimillionaire
American businessman Dennis Tito expressed an interest in paying for a short vacation
on the ISS to satisfy his own personal fascination with space. When NASA was notified
of his interest and willingness to pay for a short visit to the spacecraft, his request was
rejected on the grounds that the multibillion-dollar craft was for scientific purposes
only. Recognizing that the Russians were short of money needed to continue their con-
struction and launch costs, Tito approached them with an offer of $20 million.

Brushing aside NASA’s objections, the Russians required Tito first to complete the
standard training program before being blasted on what most called the most ex-
pensive vacation ever. In May 2001, when Tito docked at the ISS, several important
milestones were achieved. These included the fact that a middle-aged civilian astro-
naut could easily survive space travel, that a space-tourism market did indeed exist,
and that there was no longer a valid reason to discount the notion of space tourism.

Despite NASA’s long-running opposition to his flight, which included preventing
him from training with his Russian crewmates at the Johnson Space Center that
triggered a minor international incident, Tito said he enjoyed his eight days in
space and hoped that NASA would be more supportive in the future.

Space Tourism

Millionaire civilian Dennis Tito’s successful eight-day stay on the ISS introduced
the possibility of a future tourism industry in space.



Force] still looking for that definitive mission in
space; force enhancement is primarily what we’re
doing today.” Davis added that there is increasing re-
liance on using space for military needs: “Space con-
trol is becoming more important as we have very
high value assets in orbit. We depend on these assets
and are interested in protecting them.” Davis added
that aboard one of the Soviet Union’s early orbital pi-
loted stations, it had a rapid-fire cannon installed. The
military outpost was armed, Davis said, “so they could
defend themselves from any hostile intercepts.”33

Even the ISS is seen by some participating nations
as having military value. An intergovernmental
agreement on the ISS was first put in place in 1988,
resulting in an exchange of letters between partici-
pating countries involved in the megaproject. Those
letters state that each partner in the project deter-
mines what a “peaceful purpose” is for its own ele-
ment. According to Marcia Smith, a space policy ex-
pert at the Congressional Research Service, a research
arm of the U.S. Congress, “The 1988 U.S. letter
clearly states that the United States has the right to
use its elements . . . for national security purposes, as
we define them.”34

One of the more perceptive observations made
when the first space stations flew into orbit was the
potential that these floating laboratories might pro-
vide for investigating and solving a multitude of sci-
entific questions. To a great degree, those making
these observations were correct. Nearly every branch
of science jumped on the space station bandwagon
with proposals to investigate a host of questions. As
the twenty-first century pushes forward, many prob-
lems of living in space have been solved while others
remain elusive. The question being asked more fre-
quently than ever is whether the costs of the many
space stations and their experiments have returned
enough benefits to taxpayers to continue the space
station program.
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Have Space
Stations Met
Expectations?
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Epilogue

Although space stations have been functioning
since the 1970s, during which time thousands of

experiments have been performed, many observers
question the value of this research. This skepticism is
voiced by citizen groups questioning whether the re-
search done has civilian application, by legislators
questioning whether the billions of dollars spent
might not be better spent elsewhere, and by scien-
tists who believe the huge expenditures for a rela-
tively small number of big projects might be better
spent on a larger number of small projects.

When asked what good has come from space sta-
tions, managers of the U.S. space program often find
it difficult to answer by citing tangible results. Bob
Marshall, director at the Marshall Space Flight Center
(MSFC) for NASA, found himself in this dilemma
when he gave this rather perplexing response: “The
main reason we’re building the International Space
Station is not because of what I can tell you we’re go-
ing to do with it, which I can’t. The main reason is
because I can’t tell you what we’re going to do with
it. And if you don’t ever do it, you’ll never find
out.”35 In keeping with this statement that no one at
NASA had a clearly defined objective for the ISS was a



similar comment made about Skylab by space histori-
ans W. David Compton and Charles D. Benson. They
assert in their book Living and Working in Space: A
History of Skylab that when Skylab was designed and
built, they did not have a clear idea what to do with
it: “The Center [MSFC] was, as the official Skylab his-
tory has suggested, a tremendous solution looking
for a problem.”36

Cost overruns have added to concerns regarding
the usefulness of the ISS. Congress has allocated many
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Although critics of the
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station’s exorbitant
operating expenses, its
supporters believe
that the station’s
research potential
justifies its high cost.



tens of billions of dollars for space stations. In 1995,
when NASA revealed its budget for the ISS to be $8
billion, U.S. representative Tim Roemer revealed that,
according to independent government estimates, the
true cost would be $72 billion. Roemer, along with
many of his colleagues and constituents, believed that
the money might be better spent:

We’re now looking at a start-to-finish cost of
$72 billion—$72 billion, and I think our con-
stituents would be very interested in hearing as
we contemplate some very difficult cuts in our
budget, whether we’re looking at Medicare cuts,
whether we’re looking at cutting drug-free
schools, whether we’re looking at cutting farm
programs.37

Opposition to the ISS has also come from the sci-
entific community. Many scientists are uncertain as
to whether such an expensive project is necessary.
Much research, they argue, could have been done on
Earth or remotely, using much cheaper satellites. Dr.
Robert Park, a physics professor at the University of
Maryland and the director of public information for
the American Physical Society, has taken a strong
stand against the space station. He argues that, “Its
few scientific objectives have, for the most part, al-
ready been attained, and that the research planned
for the station could be conducted aboard un-
manned platforms and the Shuttle for far less
money.”38

Lack of practical applications for space station ex-
periments is another common complaint. Many had
hoped that there might be hundreds of better and
cheaper goods for consumers because of space sta-
tion research, yet so far, skeptics contend that little
has trickled down to consumers. The cost of solar
panels for consumers, for example, remains prohibi-
tively high even though they have been used on all
space stations. Besides, critics point out, NASA origi-
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nally advertised that private companies would be
able to perform experiments on the ISS for about
four hundred dollars per pound of apparatus, yet the
actual costs are closer to ten thousand dollars per
pound, far too expensive for the research and devel-
opment budgets of most companies. According to
Senator John McCain in August 2003, “There is no
doubt that the enthusiasm for the whole space effort
has waned over the years. Most Americans don’t
know what we are doing in space.”39

Despite such widespread skepticism, supporters of
NASA point out that the ISS is a collaboration of
many partners working together to create a world-
class, state-of-the-art orbiting research facility. The
station, they say, will afford scientists, engineers, and
entrepreneurs an unprecedented platform on which
to perform complex and long-duration experiments
in the unique environment of space. And, they add,
the ISS is much more than a world-class laboratory; it
is an international human experiment—an exciting
city in space—a place where much can be learned
about how to live and work “off planet.”

Thus far, the debate continues, as does the research
on the ISS.
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David J. Shayler, Skylab: America’s Space Station. Chichester,
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